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Oldest and Largest
Newspaper

Today: Clearing, windy, 30°F (-I°C)
Tonight: Clear, 15°F (-9°C)
Tomorrow: Sunny, 24°F (-4°C)
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HouseDinin

housing and dining services meet
with students from the halls at the
Feb. 4 UA meeting. We are sending

By Hyun Soo Kim
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

Ail residents of dormitories with
dining halls will be required to pur- out informational flyers. In some of
chase an $1150-a-year meal plan the dormitories, people have put up
good for five commnons-style meals sheets to put down opinions about
per week, effective September 1993. the plan. At MacGregor, it is not
The new House Dining Plan was being received well," Bansc! cari.
approved by the Academic CunlT-.i. Under the new meal plan, resiinn
l~at
'
dents of Baker House, MacGregor
"MIT can no longer afford to Housc, McCormick Hall, and Next
operate the food service units at a House will be required to purchase
·i.....
l onrgani~>ii
loss.
~hi~ij
.sA
as ..t..-ma
'---o.~.A
five comrmons-st!le meals a week at
zation. They don't operate in a cost of $8.21 per meal. Currently,
schools to lose money.... If it was only Baker offers commons-style
our decision, we would close the dinners, which cost about $7.35 per
house dining halls," said John T. meal.
Meals purchased outside of the
McNeill, associate director of food
services. "MIT has to reimburse us five-meals-per-week plan can be
for bottom-line losses.".
purchased at a lower price since
The Undergraduate Association labor and overhead costs will be
President Shally Bansal '93 chal- covered by the $S1150plan, McNeill
lenged the benefits of the plan and said. This price cannot be calculated
complained that the plan was right now because the budgets for
announced without student approval next year have not been done.
or judgment, during a UA meeting McNeill said.
last week.
Dining, Page 11
"We are having people from
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Sumit Basu '95 prepares his winning machine at Tuesday night's 6.270 competition in 26-100.

Knightmar

s thee King of 6.270

By Michael A. Saginaw
STAFF REPORT7ER

L

After enduring one preliminary round and eight
grueling rounds of competition, a robot named
Knightmare emerged as the undefeated winner of the
1993 LEGO Robot Design contest (6.270) Tuesday
night.
Sumit Basu '95 and Loren C. Shihn '9j, lhe i-masterminds behind Knightmare, designed and built the
robot, which defeated the robots of 54 other teams in
head-to-head competition. Tuesday's contest was the
first in the class's seven-year history that freshmen
did not win.
In each 60-second Robo-Knights match, two
autonomous robots started on opposite ends of a
table. They rolled around the table, trying to move
foam blocks to their end zone, which comprised the
last six inches of each end of the table. Several
matches made up each round, and a robot defeated
twice was eliminated from the competition.
A robot earned points by moving blocks into its
end zone, and it earned more points if it could stack
blocks on top of one another. A robot could also earn
points by dragging blocks from the opponent's side
of the table back to its end zone, but this was difficult because a moat two inches deep divided the
playing field in the middle. However, 30 seconds
into the match, a drawbridge was lowered across the
moat and the robots could easily move from one side

I-

of the table to the other.
Knightnmare stayed on its side of the table for the
entire 60 seconds. It rolled toward a block on the
table, stopped, and unfolded two parallel arms on
either side of the block. The arms squeezed together,
gripping the block lightly.

Since Jan. 16, food trucks on
Ames Street have been prohibited
firom occupying the same position
for more than 10 minutes at a time.
Despite this prohibition, however,
the trucks continue to park for several hours during peak lunch hours.
The Cambridge Department of
Public Works revoked the licenses
to obstruct - needed to park in an
illegal space for longer than 10 minutes - for Andy's Place, Falafel
King, and Poppa Goose, according
to Richard V. Scali, executive officer of the Cambridge License Commission.
All three trucks still have peddler's licenses, which allows them

-

I

Michael B. Parker started 6.270 in 1987 as a
Course VI analogue of Introduction to Design (2.70),
6.270, Page 13
iI

St. Food
Ames lIhwks
lose ParkingLicenses
NEWS EDITOR

Plan Would Revitalize CASPAR Shelter

Contest began in 1987

----

By Eva Mloy

Cambridge Ponders
MIT Street Proposal

The robot lifted the arms high into the air and
positioned the block carefully over a receptacle. The
arms spread apart and the block fell into the recepta-

cle. Knightmare methodically moved on to the next
block, lifted it, and dropped it on top of the previous
one, earning a lot of points by stacking the blocks on
top of one another. After picking up the blocks, the
robot rolled to the end zone and stayed there for the
rest of the match.
One of the distinguishing features of Knightmare
was its consistency. "We worked 14 hours a day,
every day," Basu said. "We tested [the robot] hundreds of times."
"The most important thing is how reliable your
robot is. We spent hours hunting for errors," Shih
said. Shih and Basu were awarded a plaque for their
efforts.

INSIDE
Students build lifesize puppets. Page 15

to stay in one place for 10 minutes.
Unlike licenses to obstruct, which
must be renewed each month, a peddler's license can be used for a full
year.
"If they're caught violating their
permits, they'll be asked to move or
be arrested," Scali said.
DPW officials decided to revoke
the licenses because of"the congestion and the confusion of traffic" on
Ames Street created by the trucks,
according to Scali. Conflicts
between Andy's Place and Falafel
King also contributed to the decision, he said.

a Hexed fails as a

Page 17

parody,

NewwJi Morrison

biogrphy offers few new
Page17
insights.
e Dave Barry takes a

In addition, the city received

----

Page 15

homeless

complaints that the vendors parked
Ucense, Page 8

Street, and a section of Vassar
Street sidewalks running from
The Cambridge City Council Massachusetts Avenue to Audrey
discussed MIT's offer to pay the $2 Street.
MITX estimated the cost of
million in expenses for creating the
Cambridge and Somerville Program preparing the facility for CASPAR
for Alcoholic Rehabilitation shelter at no more than $2 million. Estifrom its current Albany Street loca- mates of the value of the streets pretion at a Jan. 25 hearing. In pared for the city ranged from $1.5
exchange, MIT would be given con- to $2.2 million.
CASPAR has been trying to find
trol of over four city streets.
O. Robert Simha MCP'57, M1T" a pcmanen,"-rt 1-ation for its shelter,
director of planning, detailed the which currently sits on MIT properInstitute's offer to move the CAS- ty at 240 Albany St. Members of
PAR shelter to a building at 380 CASPAR's board of directors are
Green St. in Cambridge. In return, enthusiastic about the MIT offer,
MIT asked for control of Amherst because they see it as their best
Street west of Massachusetts
CASPAR, Page 7
Avenue, Carleton Street, Hayward
By Jeremy Hylton
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Clinton May Change
Face of ROTC at MIT
By Sabrina Kwon
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITO)R

am IAP activity helps the
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President Chrles M. Vest is
"eagerly watching to see if Clinton
will reverse the military's gay-banning policy," according to Sarah J.
Gallop, Vest's assistant for government and community relations.
Last May, Vest formally gave
his support to the Military Freedom
Act of 1992, which would reverse
the ban on homosexuals in the military - and in ROTC programs at
universities across the country.

Secretary of Defense Les Aspin
PhD '66 spoke recently of working
out "a compromise" between gay
rights activists and military leaders,
keeping with President Bill Clin-

hb

I
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ton's reaffirmed promise to allow
homosexuals to serve in the amrcd
forces.
On Jan. 25, Clinton reiterated his
intention to lift the ban on gays in
the military. "I intend to keep my
commitment," he said.
"Nothing has really changed,
though," Gallop said, adding that
the MIT task force set up to induce
change in the Department of
Defense policy is still "continuing
its work to reverse the policy."
Bettiker hopeful

"I am ecstatic," said Robert L.
Bettiker '91, when asked about
ROTC, Page 8
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White House, Nunn Forge Final
Agreement on ifing Gay Ban

Sears Catalog Wfi Bve MAsd
THE BALTIMORE SUN

It sat in the bookcase in the living room, between Thomas B.
Costain and the Bible - part thesaurus, part encyclopedia - plus
problem-solver, inspiration, titillation, transportation, textbook and
companion. It was the stuff that dreams are made of.
The Sears catalog. Soon all I'll have is the memory, for my friend
the general merchandise catalog, the book whose heft and presence
were a testimony to capitalism, is being discontinued. The current
spring edition is the end, the company announced a few days ago.
The "big book" that began in North Redwood, Minn., before the turn
of the century as a series of flyers and grew to several thousand items
and more than 14 million copies, has been losing more than $135
million a year in the last three years, they say.
Sears' problem is not that the catalog shopping era has passed, but
that it has come. Today's mail-order sellers pick a niche and fire their
flyers straight into the mailboxes of the-most likely buyers. Specialty
catalogs are cheaper to print and cheaper to mail than 1,600-page
behemoths - and they're easier to read.

By David Lauter
LOSANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTON

The Clinton administration, military leaders and Senate Armed Services Committee chairman Sam
Nunn, D-Ga., reached final agreement Thursday night on a new policy to suspend the ban on military
service by homosexuals.
At the same time, federal District
Judge Terry Hatter Jr., ruling in the
highly publicized 'case of Navy
Petty Officer Keith Meinhold,
declared the gay ban unconstitutional, saying it violated the Constitution's guarantee of equal protection
of the laws. The ruling marked the
first time the government had been
forced by a court to reinstate a gay
service member.
Legally, Hatter's decision
applies only in the portions of California covered by his court's jurisdiction, but politically, it is certain
to strengthen the hands of President
Clinton and others seeking to end
theC L....
; .....
;'P~Aue
Secretary of Defense Les Aspin
repeatedly has warned military leaders that they should seek a compromise with Clinton rather than face
the likelihood that the ban would
eventually be overturned by judicial
fiat. "My argument to the military is
sooner or later, the courts are going
to come at you on this issue," Aspin

Gibbons Confirned as President's
Science Adviser
MHE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

The Senate Thursday conifl::e.d John H. Gibbons as President
Clinton's science and technology adviser, affirming the ler nresident's conviction that the government must become more aggressive
in promoting U.S. industrial competitiveness, science-policy experts
said.
Gibbons will direct the Office of Science and Technology Policy,
a small White House office that advises the president on scientific
and technology questions such as global warming, AIDS research and
support of science education in schools, among other key policy

IJk l
and

issues.

I

The selection of Gibbons shattered tradition because rather than
choosing a distinguished research scientist for the job, as presidents
usually have, Clinton selected a technocrat experienced in dealing
with politicians.
A nuclear physicist and director of the congressional Office of
Technology Assessment, Gibbons knows how government officials
and scientists work and can provide Clinton with a wide array of scientific opinions, policy experts said.

Over 4,000 Gather
At Marshall's Funeral
THE

I

director of the Washington office of the NAACP. "I would have to

think that what we see today is only part of the vision that they had
when some of these victories were first being secured. We envisioned
that once you removed the barriers of legal segregation and once you
dismantled the Jim Crow system that that alone would be sufficient to
put African Americans on equal footing with whites. And I think the
difficult lesson we've learned is that we, indeed, need a little bit
more."

WFATHER
Cold Times Ahead
By Michael Morgan
STAFF ME TEROLOGIST

As a low pressure center moves offshore today, winds will shift to
the northwest and temperatures will fall. Temperatures will moderate
later Saturday as high pressure crests over the region. A disturbance
approaching on Sunday may gives us a period of snow late Sunday
into Monday.
Today: Windy with falling temperatures and clearing skies. Temperatures falling from the low 30's (0°C) early in the afternoon.
Winds northwest 15-20 mph (24-32 kph).
Tonight: Clear, windy, and cold. Lows 10-15°F (-15to -9°C).
Saturday: Mostly sunny and cold. Winds light and variably.
High 20-24°F (-7 to -4°C). Low 12-17°F (--14 to-8°C).
Sundav: Increasing clouds, with light snow possible by dark.
High 30-34°F (-1 to °C). Low 25°F (-4°C).

Surges in consumer spending,
business investment and new-home
building led the U.S. economy to a
solid 3.8 percent growth rate in the
final three months of 1992, capping
a year in which the nation's output
grew at its strongest rate in three
years, the Commerce Department
reported Thursday.
Coming on the heels of the JulySeptember period's 3.4 percent rate,
growth for the second half of last
year was the strongest in five years.
The economy's stronger-thanexpected performance lays to rest
fears that the recovery - though
still not as robust as those following
previous recessions - could ailter
II again as it did a year ago, analysts
I said.
The new economic data came as
Chrysler Corp., AT&T and CocaCola Co. all reported healthy quarterly earnings after a steady parade
of bleak reports from such victims
of the recession as International
Business Machines Corp. and Sears,
Roebuck and Co.
But President Clinton noted
Thursday that the stronger growth
had so far not resulted in much of an
increase in the number of workers
on business payrolls.
"I think there is a lot of response
to the efforts we are making now,"
Clinton told reporters. "There is also
a lot of troubling news about lost
jobs. We've got a lot of work to do
... a lot of work to do."
With Clinton focusing on the
lack of job gains, the economic
growth would not lead him to drop
his plans to propose an economic
package to spur job growth, Deputy
Office of Management and Budget
Director Alice M. Rivlin said Thursday.
The economy is improving "but
not as fast and as surely as most of
us would want and not with as much

i
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day, the military will:

-Stop asking new recruits about
their sexual orientation.
-Will suspend investigations to
ferret out gays in uniform.
--Will suspend current cases
seeking to discharge gays, so long
as those cases are based solely on
homosexual status rather than on
any improper conduct.
_

,

l_
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Nunn has been the sticking point,"
an aide to Les Aspin said some
hours before the final agreement
was reached.
Officials said that Nunn had
raised objections to the policy even
after the uniformed service chiefs
had agreed to it.
He finally came on board, how-

M
E

ever, after a Capitol Hill meeting

with Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-MIaine, and several
other Democrats at which they hamI

E

,

"My argsment to the military

is sooner or later,
the courts are going to come at you on this issue."
Defense Secretary Ls Aspin PhD '66
Clinton will not formally lift the
bar., however, for six months, giving Congress time to hold hearings
on the issue.
Clinton had hoped to announce
his new poicy on ni!ita service
hy gays Thursday, but was Prevented from doing so by last-minute
haggling, primarily involving Nunn,
White House and Pentagon officials
said.
"The effort so far has been to fix
the process and create the condi-

tions for a good faith effort to see if
this policy can work. Agreement has
been reached a couple of times and

mered out final language on how the
military should handle cases of

avowed gays between now and
Clinton's eventual final order.
Nunn's approval was crucial
because congressional Republicans
have continued to threaten to force a
vote on a bill that would tie Clinton's hands by writing the ban on
gay service into law. With Nunn's
support, White House officials were
confident that they could easily put
off any such move. But if Nunn had
balked, a bill to codify the ban probably would have passed the Senate,
officials said.

Spending, Investnent Fuel Strongest
Economic Growth Rate in Three Years
WASHINGTON

Thurgood Marshall "belongs to the ages" now, as one of his eulogi2,-.s put it Thursday, and so the cavernous expanse of the Washington National Cathedral filled with hymns of struggle, freedom and the
headiness of the old civil rights days when color barriers were falling
and battles were being won.
The 4,010 people who gathered Thursday, ranging from school
children to the civil rights establishment to President Clinton, celebrated the life of a man whose mission, as lawyer and presidential
adviser Vernon E. Jordan Jr. put it, was "to cleanse our tattered Constitution and our besmirched legal system of the filth of oppressive
racism."
Marshall's death Sunday of heart failure at the age of 84 "obvi*ously triggered in a number of Americans an assessment of how far
we've come over the 50 years of his career," said Wade Henderson,
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said in a recent television interview.
Under the new policy, which
Clinton is expected to announce Fri-

job growth as most of use would
want," Rivlin told the National
Academy of Social Insurance.
"Therefore, there will be a package

LL

of quick initiatives to do things that
... can be job-creating and can be
part of a longer-run investment in
making the economy grow."
Most forecasters believe that the
lack of job increases, and the
accompanying weak personalincome growth, means that consumers probably cannot continue to
step up their spending as they did at
the end of last year. As a result, the
forecasters said, growth is likely to
drop back to about a 3 percent annual rate in the first half of this year.
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, who met T!ursday
morning with Clinton and Iis eco__

I
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Consumers ran down their savings
in the fourth quarter and made
record use of credit cards in December."
Those credit cards bills are now
arriving, and because Bush cut
income-tax withholding last year,
tax refunds over the next few
months will be lower than normal,
Steinberg said.
In his Senate Budget Committee
testimony, Greenspan said passage
of a credible deficit-reduction plan
should bring down long-term interest rates.
And he all but promised that the
central bank would act to offset any
~~~~~III
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"I think there is a lot of response to the efforts we
are malking now ... There is also a lot of troubling
news about lost jobs. We've got a lot of work to do

a

IE

... a lot of work to do."

President Clinton
=

nomic advisers, later told the Senate
Budget Committee that it would be
difficult to maintain the fourth quarter's 3.8 percent growth rate.
Despite the lack of job increases,
the strong increase in the inflationadjusted gross domestic product in
the second half of 1992 was something of a vindication for former
President Bush, who maintained
throughout his re-election campaign
that the economy was in better
shape than Clinton was portraying it
to be.
After adjusting for inflation, consumer spending rose at a 4.3 percent
rate in the fourth quarter, with much
of that gain concentrated in purchases of long-lasting goods, such as
new cars.
Business investment in eauipment and structures increased at a
9.7 percent rate, and spending for
new-home construction shot up at a
29. I percent rate.
Bruce Steinberg, a Merrill Lynch
& Co. economist, said the consumer
'performance is unlikely to be sustained during the first half of 1993.

- - - - -

I

"drag" on the economy resulting
from higher taxes and lower government spending to cut the deficit. "If
we begin to see as a consequence of
... the deficit coming down, fiscal
drag of significant proportions ... it
will be certainly the job of the Federal Reserve to respond to that,"
Greenspan said.
Significant deficit reduction is
not likely for another year or two at
the earliest, he said, but the Fed
might find it appropriate to act sooner to cut short-term rates if longterm interest rates. over which the
Fed has little control, do decline,

Greenspan indicated.
A key issue now is whether sustained economic growth of 3 percent or so will be strong enough to
create enough jobs to bring down
the 7.3 percent unemployment rate.
So far employers generally have
been able to produce more goods
and services without hiring many
more workers because of gains in
productivity -- that is, output per
hour worked.
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Clinto Considering
osdr
Crbs
rs on Social Security COLAs
By Steven Mufson

that would be hardest hit by possible
tax increases or spending cuts.
Stephanopoulos would not discuss any specific proposal, but said,
"we'll make sure that any plan that
we have is both fair and solves the
goals of putting growth in the economy and achieving deficit reduction."

THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON
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President Clinlton is considering
limiting cost-of-living increases for
the nation's 41 million Social Security recipients, a White House
spokesman said Thursday, provoking sharp criticism from senior citizen groups and a key Democratic
senator.
Such limits could save the federal government billions of dollars a
year, but would tighten the belts of
senior citizens, many of whom rely
on their Social Security checks,
which average $653 a month, to
make ends meet.
"It's one of the issues that's
being discussed," White House
Communications Director George
Stephanopoulos said Thursday. "We
haven't made any final decision
yet."
And Alice M. Rivlin, deputy
Office of Management and Budget
director, told a meeting at the
National Academy of Social Insurance, that a change in Social Security benefits "is not ruled out in any
kind of a shared-sacrifice deficit
reduction package."
She said, "There are lots of ways
of doing it. I'm not saying it's going
to happen, but it certainly is being
tallked about."
Their comments were the latest
efforts by Clinton aides to keep the
administration's options open without revealing the contents of the
budget package they plan to submit
to Congress next month.
Yet by refusing to rule out any
measure that might trim the federal
budget deficit, the administration
has raised worries among groups

Social Security, one of the most
politically sacred programs, has not
been altered in a major way in a
decade.
But Thursday was the second
time Clinton and his aides have
hinted at possible changes in the
$302.2 billion program.

Last month in an interview with
the Wall Street Journal, Clinton said
he would consider accelerating an
existing plan for increasing the
retirement age to 67 years from 65.
In addition, Clinton aides have
said they are considering taxing a
bigger portion of Social Security
benefits, half of which are currently
exempt from taxes.
During a Sept. I campaign
speech in Macon, Ga., Clinton
declared: "We don't need to tamper
with Social Security ... We're not
going to fool with Social Security.
It's solid. It's secure. It's sound.
And I'm going to keep it that way."
Social Security recipients have

received an automatic cost-of-living
adjustment, or COLA, every year
since 1975.
The government could save
about $10 billion in 1994 if Clinton
were to eliminate the next cost-ofliving adjustment, which the Social
Security Administration estimates
will be 3.2 percent.
The adjustments, made in early
January, are based on the consumer
price inflation. The current average
benefit of $653 a month reflects a
recent change for 3 percent inflation
in 1992.
Budget savings would grow bigger in later years because future

adjustments would be made on a
lower base.
Many leading members of Congress vehemently oppose changes in
Social Security because the country's senior citizens represent such a
large and powerful voting bloc.
In addition, many argue that the
Social Security is an insurance program and should be kept separate
from the rest of the budget.
Though the Congressional Budget Office expects the federal government to run a $310 billion budget
deficit during the current fiscal year,
the Social Security program will run
a surplus of $53 billion.

U.S. Reviews Deteriorating Situation in Balkans
By Don Oberdorfer
THE WASHCNGTON

OT
WASHINGTON

The Clinton administration
began its formal consideration of
the deteriorating situation in the
Balkans Thursday after receiving a
grim report that relief supplies are
falling far short of minimum
requirements in Bosnia
After a White House meeting of
the high-level "principals committee" of the National Security Council, Secretary of State Warren M.
Christopher told reporters that the
initial discussion of"a very wide
range of options" suggested that no
decisions are near.
According to one official, the
options included the use of U.S.
ground troops in the states of the
fonner Yugoslavia - which President Clinton virtually ruled out in
statements before taking office - to

the use of U.S. air power, to no new
action at all. An official familiar
with some of the papers, prepared
by various government departments,
said no particular course of action
was recommended in these that he
had seen.
Also at the meeting, chaired by
national security adviser Anthony
Lake, were Secretary of Defense:
Les Aspin, CIA Director-nominee
R. James Woolsey and Gen. Colin
L. Powell, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Clinton, who did not
attend, will take up the Balkans and
other urgent foreign policy issues at
his first full-scale National Security
Council meeting, expected to take
place next week.
One of the reports discussed at
the meeting said that from late
November through mid-January,
less than half of the minimum
requirement of food for the people

of Bosnia was supplied by relief
organizations and other sources.
The supply of needed medicine was
even more inadequate, this report
said.
Increased fighting in the region
appears to have decreased the feasibility of outside intervention.
Reports from the area suggest that
the spread of fighting to Croatia
may precipitate the withdrawal of
French peace-keeping forces, and
that Sadako Ogata, the U.N. high
commissioner for refugees, is
reviewing the presence of U.N.
relief workers.
U.N. Secretary General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali warned Wednesday
that the renewed fighting in Croatia
endangered the peace process being
pursued by Cyrus R. Vance and
Lord Owen, and might lead him to
recommend withdrawal of all
16,000 peace-keeping troops in the

Balkans. The State Department,
responding to his remarks, cautioned Thursday that total withdrawal of the peace-keepers would probably result in broadening the
conflict.

President Turgut Ozal of Turkey,
describing outside intervention in
Bosnia as late, Thursday called for
the arming of Bosnian Muslims and
the use of air power to contain
Bosnian Serbs in an address to the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Ozal expressed urgent concern
about the potential spread of the
fighting to Kosovo, Macedonia,
Albania and Bulgaria. Should this
happen, he warned, Greece would
probably become involved and
Turkey could not "stay idle" while
fellow Muslims were killed.

Want to shoot people and get away with it?
Come to The Tech photography Open House
Sunday, February 7, 2 p.nm. W20-483
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If you belong to a student
1.

organiation at i.T. your group
may be eligible for financial
assistance from The Coop.
Alk~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~em

In an effort to direct a portion of its budget to social service projects involving M.I.T. students, The Coop

Board of Directors' Charitable Contributions Committee is currently soliciting applications from recognized
and well established student organizations for modest grants of cash or materials, with a limit of $500. To be
considered for financial support, please send us a letter describing your organization, your budget and your
financial needs, along with the name and phone number of a contact person. Send your letter or' application

to the following address by Feba
28,

1993. GCrants
will be awarded by March

31,1993.

Mr. Allan E. Powell
Charitable Contributions Committee
The Coop
1400 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02238-9103
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Protest House Dinng Proposal
McCormick I!fall and Next, Baker, and MacGregor Houses
away from home at dinner time. Forcing students to eat in their
dormitory dining halls in order to make use of the money
invested in their meal plans will force them to limit their studies
and extracurricular activities. Students need the freedom to eat
dinner where and when it is convenient for them.
,The reason the current proposal and every other proposal
offered by the administration will not work is painfully clear.
Tfle administration doggedly insists that all the dining halls
what you think of the proposal. The next time you check yiu must remain open. This insistence is will prevent the administration from ever solving the problem. If the number of students
.e-mail,
send a letter to the administration and ask it to reverse its decision.
that the dining halls can serve is larger than the number of students who want to eat in them, then one or more of the dining
When several similar proposals were introduced by the
halls must be closed or, as the administration has discovered,
House Dining Committee last spring, each one was withdrawn
students must be forced to eat in them.
after being severely criticized by students. The House Dining
The UA was as surprised as anyone by the administration's
Cormmttee's deliberations were remarkably open. The discusannouncement
of the new plan. The UA has done students a real
sion was conducted in apparent secrecy, but a loud student
disservice by not treating the dining issue more seriously. Still,
response now may force the administration to change its course.
the UA represents the best medium for stu dents to voice their
I-he broad public discussion of the committee's proposals
displeasure. Hopefully if students attend the next UA Council
evenrualy~ reached a conclusion that most students agreed with:
meeting next Wednesday night, the UA will be spurred to
there is no way to keep all four dormitory dining halls open and
action.
not lose money. Students said that they wanted freedom to eat
Take immediate action too. Lawrence E. Maguire is the
meals -here it suits them - and if they are iven that freedom
director
of housing and food services; write him a piece of elecman, students won't eat in dormitory dining halls.
tronic mail and ask him to change the dining system. Maguire
Like proposals made last spring, the current proposal gives
students a choice: Eat five meals a week in your dormitory dinreports to Senior Vice President William R. Dickson '56; perhaps he can be convince the Academic Council that is has made
ing hall or throw away $ 1.150. The plan pits this financial pressure against the realities of campus life that have caused the din- a mistake.
ing s'stem to lose money in the past. Students have not used the
Maguire's e-mail address is: !maguire@eagle.mit.edu.
dim'ni halls because of the pressure of campus geography. Labs,
Dickson's e-mail addres is: scrowley eagle.mit.edu.
UROPs. and athletics keep many, if not most, residents of
The Academic Council's recent approval of a mandatory
SI tI50 meal plan for residents of the four dormitories with dinMng halls convincingly demonstrates the administration's contempt for students' interests. Simply put, the approved plan has
no benefits for students. There is only one suitable response:
protest!
Anend the next Undegrgaduate
Association Council meeting and tell your studnet represen-
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issue2 of The Tech. In whiAhch he said Bursar's
Officeemployees seem "to want to have as
,li.'* to do with students as possible." Since I
became bursar in 1985, soon after our office
was featured in Guest Columnist Stuart
Atlow's article in The Tech entitled, "The Ten
WXorst Offices at MIT", my colleagues and I
have been working hard to improve our services to students and alumni. We want to be
accessible to any client who needs our personal attention and advice.
We publish a brochure, "Important Facts
About Your Student AccounL" which we mail
out to .20,000 students, and parents each summer. This brochure is available free-of-charge
in the reception area of our offlice. It tells you
whom to call for what purpose and gives you
his or her name and direct telephone number.
In the backs of the faculwv and staff directo,'-,' and the student directorsy blue pages. our
emp-loyees are listed by functi-on, and all the
telephone numbers listed are unique. This is
because these are our direct telephone lines.
W~e do not have a receptionist or switchboard
operator screening our calls. Our employvees
w'oprvde sero-ices to students and alumni
each ha,'e their own personal voice mailboxes
if
.v are busN,, and unable to answer- thir
t.,
....... 4. ,,ou can b>e assured, that an,.'messaoe '.ou leave v,-iH be heard b-v t-hem person-

doors for an hour at lunch time.
We have two "ombudsmen" on our staff
to resolve disputes that may arise with our
receptionists, student account representatives,
or student loan representatives. They
,..~ C~,,lB nkensp.
,,m,,,Ps,--,sma,
for ~',dents, who is available at x3-3850 and at
bursrvfadimitvmc.mit.edu, and Carlene
Chisom-Freeman. ombudsman for alumni,
who is available
at x3-2445 and at
buroan.-a mitvmc.mit.edu.
We have increased our loan counseling
since 1985. Back then, we met with students
just prior to graduation to explain their loan
rights and responsibilities. We still do that,
but we also do similar loan counseling with
first-time borrowers to help them realize what
they are getting into before they' borrow!
There are one-on-one sessions for all international borrowers, borrowers whose loans
require co-makers, and borrowers who, request
individual attention.
MVIr does not sell the student loans we
make to secondary markets, like so many
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Th e se voice- mail and e-mnail capabilities
ml-an a client canl commnunicate- with a specific emnployi~~ at an,? timne of the da-v or night,
no: lust durnngbusiness hou-s. Our office is
0opn from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. and v,'e have
ended our pro-1985 practice of closin'
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other universities do. We keep them and the
Bursar's Office sen-ices them throughout the
repayment perod. We have an 800 telephone
line to help alumni call us easily if a problem
arises with their loan accoun: once they nave~
left MIT. Th.e n,,_mbtr is !-98C4~-53 v- 7
2 r-4
.appears on all our student Joan bills and letters.
We are working on all our compruter systems so our employee wills be
Iknowledgeable and helpful as possible w-hen a client asks
us to explain something about his or her
account. We are designing a next' student
account bill and are being flooded with
responses to the I0,000 questionnaires we
sent out to students in December asking, fo r
their ideas on how to improve it.
In summary, we in the Bursar's Off-ice
wvork to be as accessible as possible- and we
sincerely invite any client with a problem or
feedback to contact us directly so we can
respond.
Shirley M. Picardi
Bursar
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Editorials, printed in a distinctive format, are the official opinion of The Tech. Thev are ,,,Ttten bythe editorial board, which con'its
of h, chairman. editor in chief, managing editor, executive
editor. news editors. and opinion editors.
Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are
the opinions of the signed members of the editorial board choosing
to publish their disageement witih the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are w-,itten by individuals and
--",e-~,, the opinion of the author. not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the editor are welcome. They must be typed, doublesvace- and addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambr-ldoe Mlass. 02139. or bv interdepartmental mail to Room W20--,_. Etactronic submissions in plain text format may be mailed to
let-ters,-th-e-tech.mit.edu. All submissions are due by 4 p.m. two
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days before the date of publication.
Letters and cartoons must bear the author's signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No
letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express
prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once
submitted, all letters become property of The Tech. and will not be
returned. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive.

To Reach Us
Electronic mail is the easiest way to reach any member of our
staff. Mail to specific departments may be sent to the following
addresses on the Internet:
ads~a),the-tech.mit.edu, newsathetech.mit.edu. sports(~bthe-tcchi.mit.e
diu, arts(lhthe-tech.mit.
edu,
photo~,the-tech.mit.e du, circ~a)the-tech.mit.ed
u (circulation
department). For other matters, send maial to generai(~the-t
ech.m it.edu,
and it will be directed to the appropriate person.
____
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Homosexuality Is Compatible with Military Service
If any heterosexual is worried about being
the military would object strongly, due to
GUESTCOLUMNIST
what I think is an antiquated and wholly harassed by a homosexual, he or she should
I am a man. I am a heterosexual. I am annoying sense of machismo. Men who are be taught that such behavior on the part of the
comfortable with my sexuality and I am confi- not confident in themselves trying to prove offender is in violation of existing military
regulations, and that the offender will be disdent in my abilities as a positively contribut- that they are. The results of a Presidential
ing member of the world society. There are mandate might include internal confusion, dis- charged. A military that allows homosexuals
the reasons I would proudly serve in the same sent, and hatred in the military and would to openly serve would protect both heterosexmilitary as any homosexual who is committed therefore make it a force not capable of carry- uals and homosexuals from those not able to
live up to its high standards. As long as the
to the high standards of that military. Person- ing out its missions. Unmotivated soldiers,
ally, I feel that any person comfortable with soldiers who feel their Commander in Chief
_- -her or himself as a person, mature enough to has sold them out, will not be able to defend
act professionally, and capable of acting in a their country, and almost as importantly, they
combat situation, would welcome a similar will not appear to the world as if they are able
comrade-in-arms regardless of his or her sexu- to defend their country. What is the answer?
Training and education are the weapons to
al orientation. True, the majority of homosexuals in the United States would not be able to be used against the ignorance and immaturity
meet the strong morals and the intense moti- of the average homophobic soldier. Train the
soldiers in the truth. Sexual relations do not
vational levels necessary 'or military service,
fail
who
have a place in a professional environment.
heterosexuals
of
but the percentage
Sexually related problems are more likely in
same.
the
be
likely
would
these requirements
military than the civilian sector for many
the
in
now
Congress-creatures
The majority of
close physical proximity for long
is
reasons;
homosexuality
that
stated
have
office
time, intense stress, and (believe it
of
not
I
do
periods
service.
military
with
incompatible
are just a few. The military is
boredom
not)
or
that
think
however,
think this is true. I do,
dealing with sexually
about
in
better
service
getting
with
incompatible
homosexuality is
harassment is not
Sexual
problems.
related
state,
current
its
in
the United States military
immediate disfor
grounds
is
and
tolerated
If
homosexual.
any
of
though through no fault
policy does not
This
military.
the
from
the
on
missal
mandate
a
imposes
President Clinton
are the only
women
that
mean
nor
imply
serve,
to
homosexuals
U.S. military allowing
harassment.
sexual
of
objects
in
males
many, if not most of the heterosexual
-Column By Bruce Duncan
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standards are not lowered, as long as the U.S.
military accepts and retains only the best qualified personnel i feel that race, gender, and
sexual preference should not be criteria for
candidac8y

Bruce Duncan '93 is the son of a retired
naval officer and a friend of many active duty
military personnel. He has been closely associated with the military all his life.
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Our mission is to develop the next generation, portable, objectoriented operating system. Apple and IBM set us on our course, but
doing something so new takes more than effort, it takes passion and
commitment. Fresh thinking and original ideas. Which is why we
present these exciting opportunities to graduating engineers-help
us define this new technology. In the process, you will create the
future of computing. And a future for yourselt!

ENIORS & JUNIORS. As one of the largest and most diversified insurance and financial services companies in theilt world,
The Prudential knows what it takes to get to the top of the
corporate ladder. It takes ambition. Enthusiasm. Knowledge. Vision.
And experience.
It also takes an opportunity that allows you to make the most of
your abilities. At the Prudential, the role of an Actuarial professional is
just such an opportunity. It's the rare chance to use your leadership
skills, as well as your creativity and ingenuity.
It's also an opportunity that can lead to the most hunfluentalt and
responsible positions in the Company. That's why our Actuarial
Executive Development Program is ideal for those with the drive and
deternmination to be the best. It's designed to offer you a broad view of
*ThePrudential through a variety of assignments, while also providing
you with the time and support you'll need for the actuarial exams.
Individuals with strong math, analytical and communication
skills should attend our information session to discover the fastest
track to the top. We're also interested in talking with individuals
who are considering an actuarial summer internship program. An

Computer Science/
ComputerEngineering Grads
We have openings for new grads with a BS/MS/PhD in Computer
Engineering or Computer Science. Sign up with your Career
Planning and Placement Center for our on-campus interviews on:

February 12, 1993
If you are unable to attend, please send your resume to College
Relations, Taligent, Inc., 10725 N. De Anza Blvd., Cupertino, CA
95014-2000. We are proud to offer equal opportunity and a
culturally diverse workplace to everyone,

1 Ic aTaligentl

L

© 1993 Taligent, Inc. Taligent and the Taligent logo arm trademarks of Taligent.
--

-

Inc.
--

I

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

equal opportunity employer.
Monday, February 1
7:30 pm to 8:30 prm
Room 4-149

I
i

Vitesse Semiconductor Corporation, the world's leading supplier olf cutting edge VLSI GaAs
integrated circuits, is seeking talented, self-assured graduates who are motivated by the
opportunity for real contribution, recognition, and responsibility. This year Vitesse is hiring
EE and CS majors for the following positions:

From The Top of Your Class to
The Top of The Rock.

, CAD ENGINEERS
* PROCESS ENGINEERS

· PRODUCT ENGINEERS
· TEST ENGINEERS

° DESIGN ENGINEERS
· PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERS

Where you'll be in five years depends on where you'll be next year, so meet with our
representative at our presentation on Wednesday, February 3, 1993, inRoom 4-149 from
6:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.,and sign-up for our interviews being conducted on Thursday, February
4 and Friday, February5. Takethis opportunityto explore the possibilities and your potentia!
with Vitesse, SThe GaAs Company.

K

Vitesse

:IriI

PRoouci DmLtFm[NT CENmR
470A Lakeside Drive

COPORTE HEAQUARTERS

741 Calle Plano
Camarillo, CA 93012

Vitesse

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

:III)

VITESSE

SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

11

Equal Oppornunity Employer
.
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Classified Advertising In The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone

Tera ayne
lhe right plac for vou.

number. The Tech, W20-483; or P.O.
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139
Go To Extremes! Spring break in
Jamaica!! Negril/Montego Bay from
$469. Air-Transfers-Hotel. NY/Boston
departures. Call 1-80GBEACH-15>.
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Wfting Tutor. Highly trained, respectful, experienced tutor specializing in
,oelping intelligent people write hard
stuff. Available for long-term tutoring
and one-time panics. Save this ad.
CaP!Debbie at 3237017.
Counselors for prestigious Maine chiidren's camp with strong skills in tennis, lake and ocean sailing, fencing,
martial arts, water-skiing, kayaking,
gymnastics, archery, riflery, horseback
riding, baseball, windsurfing, crew,
lacrosse, fishing and photography.
Also need canoe trip leader and WSi
swimmer. June 19 to August 18.
Salary dependent on age and skill.
References & interview required. Call
(617) 721-1443 during regular office
hours.

llI.l.;ll

Spring Break in Cancun with Coliege
Tours' Guaranteed prices, best hotels
and $150.00 in free benefits. Cali
1(800)959L4SUN todavi

I
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Free trip to Carncumn Mexico, organize
a small group and travel free as a college rep with sun bound vacations.
Prices start from $419.00. Complete
package includes round trip jet service, hotel transfers, 7 nights hotel,
beach parties, daily sunshine, exotic
nightlife, tequila happy hour and much
more. For the best value and the most
fun filled spring break package call
800 SUN TREK or 800 786 8735 for
further details and reservation.
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Spring Break '93 Canoun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from only $399! Daytona
from $149! Organize a small group
and travel FREE! Call Now! New England's largest spring break company!
Take A Break Vacations 800}32&SAVE

We will be on campus February 1711993

An Equal Opportunltb Employe!

Do you have a good idea, and need
help getting a paenrtl? ' can hep!p C3!1
me! Mr. Scott (617) 631-2080
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C++ Windows programmers familiar
with Borland OWL needed to work
part-tie and offsite for Kendall
Square consulting firm. Send resume
to Product Development, Technology
Strategy, Inc., One Main St., Cambridge, MA, 02142-1517.
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Daytona Beach!! - Spring Break '93
Mar. 19-28. Oceanfront hotel on the
strip. Best beach, best clubs, best
party!l Includes seven nights hote!.
and deluxe rsundtrip motorcoach
trans. tooand from Florida. $259.00
(quad. occ.) Call 1-809DAYTONA for
sign-up.
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Tax Retums Professionally Prepared,
Economically Priced for any year, any
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years experience. Electronic filing
capability provides refunds within two
weeks. Convenient MIT location.
Jarnes Moore, One Kendail Square,
(617) 621-7060.
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in handicapped spaces and ramps,
and were "generally just parking in
illegal spots," Scali said.
A truck may conduct business as
long as it wants while parked in a
legal parking spot, such as one in
front of a parking meter, provided
that the owner pays the meter, Scali
explained.
But John T. McNeil, associate
director of MIT food services, suggested that if a truck moved from a
spot, came back, and the spot was
still available, the owner could parik
the vehicle again and start selling
again for another 10 minutes.
"There's a fast 10 minutes and a
slow 10 minutes," said Moses Katz,
who runs the Falafel King truck on
Ames Street, referring to the lax
enforcement of the I 0-minute
restriction. Katz feels that if the
trucks pose such a threat, the city
would enforce its regulations more
seriously.
Disputes between the trucks
began last July, when the city gov-

Sel

ernment moved Andy's Place to
Ames Street. The falafel truck
behind Building 66 viewed this as a
threat to its business, and the owners quickly obtained a permit to
operate a second Falafel King truck
on Ames Street in an effort to
remain competitive with Andy's
Place.
The two trucks began arguing
about parking space allocation and
permitted parking times. Both parties submitted several complaints to
the City Council, and by December,
the Department of Public Works
simply decided to revoke all of the
vendors' licenses to obstruct, Scali
said.
"You give [permits] to all, or
yowl give to none," he added.
Katz seemed to blame Andy's
Place employee Richard W.
Hutchins for his problems. "Everything was OK until [Andy's] started
to complain. The less noise we
make, the less threat we present" to
Cambridge, he said.
Neither Hutchins nor Katz said

mrialw
a

UST A DAt

11
on

ls

I

he wants to fight the city on this 0 said Director of the Spectrometry
Simnls,
who1
issue. But both men would iike to 1 Laboratory J^res A.
try to stay at Ames Street, or at least t visits Andy's Place three or four
times a week.
on campus.
'"I think that the trucks are an
"There is enough business for important resource for students,"
three trucks" not to have to fight t
among one another, Katz said.
The Poppa Goose truck, which is
run by MIT alumni as a non-profit t
organization that helps international I
refugee families, has remained on I
the sidelines for much of the dispute.

a

said Charles R. Wescott G. The dining halls are not competitive in
quality or in price, he added.
"I'm very much in favor of the
trucks seaying," said William G.
Gardner G, a Sequent customer.

E
rl

ders do not want ban on gays in the

ROT<:, from Page I

ago, when he informed his Navy

"We don't mind if it comes ROTC commander that he was gay.
Bettiker said that he supports
down to [moving] every 15 minutes," Vo said. "4That would be fair r Clinton's actions and plans thus far.
to us as long as it applies to every- "I like the approach he's taking
one."
now-phasing in change so that
there won't be any major negative
MIT community shows
response in Congress," he said. Betstrong support
tiker added that it was important for
"I think they need a Spot forr Clinton to continue taking steps "to
these people. They do a good job," Cducate the military so that some
military leaders do not resign."
"I am trying to see what I can do
to further this," Bettiker said.
"Overall I am elated."
Michael J. Williams '94, a midshipman in the Navy ROTC, said
that he thought the lifting of the ban
"would make the job of an officer
more difficult, in trying to lead people who are in solid agreement with
the ban."
Emphasizing that his words represent his personal opinion, and not
that of the Navy, Williams said,
"Though I don't agree with that
kind of lifestyle at this point, I think
I would be able to work alongside
anybody. However, on a ship, when
you're not simply working together
but living together, I don't know
how comfortable I would feel. I
think I could deal with it, but then
again I haven't had much real experience on a ship."

I

1

New Adnistrat ona
End ROTCIs Ban on Gays

Chon Vo '83, a student volunteer I Clinton's promise to lift the ban.
in the business, said he was aware Bettiker was forced to leave the
when he applied that the city could ROTC program at MIT three years
revoke the permit with short notice.

1I
IF --IMPA
- ,- * i. - YI
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Military resistant to change
In a memo leaked to the press
last week, Aspin informed Clinton
that both Congress, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and most military comman-

military lifted.
Aspin also predicted that the ban
eventually will be deemed unconstitutional by the courts. Aspen said
that military leaders fear a coerced
acceptance of gays into the military
from both the executive and the
judicial branches "without having a
chance to control it at all." Thus
they may be more willing to consider certain terms for the reversal of
the ban that they may have rejected

before, The Boston Globe reported.
Aspin emphasized that compromise will be needed for either side
to reap any benefits, during an inter-

view on CBS's "Face the Nation."
Gay rights groups, knowing that

Congress could immediately overturn any sweeping executive order
C!lEnta.

might isule,

re eelin
f

pressure to minimize their demands
so that Congress might not reject
outright any changes that Clinton
proposes.
Aspin was optimistic about how
the pressure to compromise will
help shape the policy on homosexuals in the military. "I think that the
pressures on both sides to come to
an agreement ... are real ... I think
we can work something out,"S Aspin
said last Sunday on ";Face the
Nation." Aspin said ihat the work~ing plan for the lifting of the bar.
entails waiting for "six months and
see whether we can do it."'
Bettiker, now in medical school
in Washzington, ID.C., said he was
"trying to see what I can do to help
[expedite the liftingg of the ban]. like
contacting congressmen and senators," urging those who feel strongly
about the issue to do likewise.
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Tec~hnaical Translators

L.
a
ff
tL

needed immediately. Translation and
review of Europedan modem manuals
requires excellent English, native ability
in German, French, Italian, others and
knowledge of computers and modems.
Contact Mic-hael Ball, 423-1072
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THIS
IS JU~~r A WATER
THEN
It's time se set the record straight. Oracle created the
world's first commercially available relational database. Just as Seiko created the world's first quartz
watch without a battery.* Both remarkable feats. But
our technology didn't stop with database software, any
more than theirs stopped with telling the time.
Today, Oracle provides total systems solutions
through database, tools. applications. and services. Our
products run on more than 100 computer platforms
and are currently offered in
Wv countries around the
world. Imagine applying your
skills in advanced neiuorking,
CASE. application den elopment. office automation,
development tools. multime-

Make Y'our{Z v'i,sioz
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Are you interested in working as a Consulting Analyst on high profile, billion dollar
trannactions with high level executives at:

dia. massively parallel technology, and more.
So when you're ready to transform your education into an exciting career, don't just settle for any
software company - choose Oracle.
We are interested in individuals with technical
degrees for positions in Software Development, Technical Support, Consulting and Product Management.
Send your resume to Larry lynn or Lindsay

- WALL STREET INVESTMENT BANKS - DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL BANKS - FORTUNE 100 COMPANIES F

Box 659501, Redwood Shores,

CA 94065. Phone (415)5065060. Fax: (415) 506 1073. E-

~~~
-e

mail: Islynn@ us. oracle. com.

I

DATE:

-

--

c

4:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room 4-145

-m

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Jay Lebed

Tues. February 2, 1993

TIME:

-c~

JE

. ,, ,

Ph.D. '88

K-

Director Of Consulting services

E
I

We will be recruiting on-campus on
February 19, 1993. See the career
center for more detailsl

tomorroew'.s technlology. "'

I

-a

COME LEARN MORE ABOUT USI

Oracle is an equal opportunity
empiover and is proud of its
workforce diversity.

t

~.71

--

F
E

Lewtan Technologies is a small consulting firm specializing in software solutions
for the asset-backed securities industry. We offer a fast paced, intellectually
challenging environment with solid career paths and opportunities for growth. We
are seeking motivated men and women to Join our rapidly growing team of
professionals in our Consulting Services Division.

Quintero at Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway,
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the period Jan. 21-27:
Jan. 21: Bldg: E25 suspicous activity; Faculty Club, wallet
stolen,$20.
Jan. 22: Bldg. 66: hard disk stolen, $3,600; Bldg. 13: 1) calculator
stolen, $100; 2) Walkman stolen, $25; Alumni Pool: tools stolen,
$100; Bldg E52: MBTA pass stolen, $46; Bldg. W51: malicous
destruction to a motor vehicle; Memorial Drive: stolen motor vehicle
reported to state police was a 1980 Oldsmobile Delta 88'.

YOU'VE GOT A GOOD IDEA...
CAN YOU MAKE IT WORK?
Undergraduate Seminar 13S29

Jan. 23: Bldg 50: report of vandalism.
Jan 24: Westgate, a plastic wastebasket left on stovetop caught fire
and was extinguished; Bldg. W32: wallet stolen from jacket left unattended, $25; Haywood lot: breaking and entering/larceny from a
motor vehicle, cd's and phone, $750.
Jan 25: Bldg. 16: wallet stolen, $50; Alumni pool: watch stolen,
$200; Bldg. 37: fire;epoxy container caught fire and was extinguished, building evacuated; Bldg. E53: radio stolen, $20.
Jan 26: PIKA: breaking and entering, compact disc player and cash
stolen, $190; Bdlg. 24: mailroom employee recovered stolen wallet,
cash and MBTA pass still misssing; Sloan lot: counterfit parking
stickers under investigation; Bldg. W20: $27 cash stolen; West
garage: attempted larceny of motor vehicle, 1990 Dodge Shadow.

This spring the Edgerton Center is offering a 6credit undergraduate seminar for self-motivated
people who want to work on hands-on projects.
You will work largely independently, but will meet
weekly with the instructor and the other seminar
participants to report on progress, exchange ideas,

--

I

---

*Do you have a pet project that you've been
wanting to get off the ground?
-Do you have an idea that you think might
work, but need some time to explore?
*Do you need access to lab equipment,
workshops, expertise, or materials?

I

'-

For te price

and

an ice cream
OI
cones we can
lick hunger

There

is

limited financial

If you don't have your own project but want
something interesting to work on, we have some

ideas to share including UROP's in high speed
videography.
Contact Dr. Charles Mazel
Rmn. 3-269, x3-4349 or e-mail: chm~athena

- -~~~r~

- --

I

new directinn

support available for acquisition of hardware.

Way
Ugnitned
It brings ou. the bist in all of us:.
This space donated by The Tech.
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Career Opportunities
in Management Consulting
and Software Engineering

GIMME A BREAK.
GIMME A SRING BREAK.
~~~~~B~~~a4~~

FOCUS

! M C O R P O R A T B D

99

Make Spring Break 1993 THE ONE to remember.
Garber Travel can show you how to do it,
at the best bargain prices available.

(I

A)

r

e;

il
I

e46rrbesillr

1105 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
492-2300
I

*

,
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Larry's Chinese
Restaurant

,

.
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DFI is looking for highly motivated advanced degree candidates
(M.S. and Ph.D.) in engineering, operations research, economics,
mathematics, management science, and other technicalfields to
contribute to our rapidly growing management consulting practice,
and B.S. and M.S. software engineers to contribute to our practice
in custom applications development. Requirements include a strong
background in the theory and application of quantitative techniques,
a high degree of enthusiasm anda'desire to interact with clients, and
excellent written and oral communications skills.

Il
:

DFI is a management consulting firm emphasizing the use of
science,
analytic methods to structure and solve management has
xp', ise
"~blCY/
engin~eerinrzg,
Ip.Ia
p. rms.
'.strateg
enineer , policy, and
in a number of industries including transportation,electric and gas
utilities, and environmental issues.

DFI will be interviewing in the Boston area in February1993.
To request an interview, send resumes and transcripts to:

302 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in

Ted Forsman
Decision Focus Incorporated
650 Castro Street, Suite 300
Mountain View, CA 94041

1E.u DElIVERY TOTHE L.I.T. CAMPUS - $10 MINIMUM
I.uncheon Specids served daily, 11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
Special Dinner Plate just $4.50
10% OFF DINNER EVERY SAUIRDAY, DIN-IN INAND TAKE OUT ($10 MIN.)

Call 492-3 179 or 4923 170
Monday- Thursday, ! 1:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Friday- Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to I0:00 p.m.

L

DF1 is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Cloed Sunday
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to hire 3 or 4 of the best
Iure MlJo1-I
.
from this year's class
(MBA or Bachelor's Degree)

Are yo1 good enough
to be one cf them?
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MBI, Inc. needs three or four of the top individuals from this year's graduating class. We offer an unusual
management opportunity to someone interested in meeting the demanding challenges of a high-reward
position in a dynamic and highly successful enterprise in a fast-paced, expanding, and competitive industry

I

The Opportunity:

We're looking for smart, hardworking individuals who can run a part of our
business. MBI is committed to the internal development of managerial talent
and our growth provides for unusual advancement opportunities for unusually
talented individuals. We are dedicated to grooming and nurturing those who
show they have the talent and ambition to become general managers.

The Company:

MBI, Inc. is a medium-sized ($300+ million in sales) privately-owned company.
It is a leader in the highly competitive direct marketing field. MBI's track record
is one of growth: sales and profits have increased every single year since the
company was started in 1969.

The Position:

Entry to general management at MBI is at the Assistant or Associate Program
Manager level, depending upon experience. Assistants and Associates share in
program development and implementation responsibilities as an extension of
the Program Manager. Typically, a Program Group is comprised of the Program
Manager and several Assistants and/or Associates.

The Structure:

Organization is on the Program Group basis, with Program Managers having
total responsibility for individual programs. The structure offers a unique
opportunity for direct and broad experience in all areas of business management (not available in larger organizations where positions tend to be more
functionalized or narrow).

E
;L

The Products:

9

Through its operating divisions. MBI markets an ever-xpandinlg line of high
quality products designed to enhance the quality of life. Major categories in
the current product line include collector dolls; leather-bound books; die-cast
automobile replicas; philatelic and coin items; porcelain collector plates;
sculptures; audio and video cassettes; luggage and clothing.

The Industry:

Direct Marketing is a $100+ billion industry. It accounts for more than 15%/o of
all consumer purchases in America and more than 20% of total advertising dollar volume. Well over half of the Fortune 5(00 companies are engaged in some
way in direct marketing, yet the industry remains powerfully entrepreneurial.

The Rewards:

Our view is that outstanding achievement should meet with outstanding
reward. Our success has been built on the excellent performance of a motiveted, well-rewarded management team. Very few companies can match our high
standards; -even fewer match the financial success our managers can achieve.

I
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The successful candidate for an entry level management position at MBI will be intelligent and highly
self-motivated with entrepreneurial instincts and high personal standards of excellence. A high energy
level and a willingness to work hard are essential to keep pace with a rapidly growing business.
Irnvolvement in the business, keen attention to detail, and a take-charge attitude are crucial success
factors. To the individual with proper motivation, we can provide the challenge that permits maximum
development of each person's general management potential.
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If you are a top individual who is interested in a truly outstanding career opportunity and would like to
learn more about MBI, send us your resume and a letter of introduction. We'll get back to you immediately.

bw-[BI

IL

M--B- L) n C
47 Richards Avenlue
Noralrk, CT 057
Attention: Bill McEnery
Personnel Manager
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Marketing Under The Names Of-:
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EALSTON PRESS
LUGGAGE DIRECT
POSTAL COM{MEMORATIVlE SOCIETY
WILLAB}EE & WARD
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McNeill predicts that on average, students will spend an additional $500 over the flat rate of $1150.
"It will be less than if a student
went to the Student Center and
bought [food] a la carte," McNeill
said. He said that a ia carte prices
would be more expensive because it
would have to cover labor and overhead costs of running the service.
Baker House is expected to
expand its service and hours. Baker
dining hall will be open from 8 a m.
to 8 p.mn., Monday through Friday,
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Baker will also serve brunch from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays. MacGregor House,
McCormick Hall and Next House
will continue to be open for dinner
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

The new dining plan is the result
of extensive examination of various
recommnendations made by the
House Dining Committee which
met last spring. Because of intense
student opposition to its recommendations for various dining plans, the
committee dissolved without mak-

ing a final recommendation.

I

"We are attempting to have the
system pay for itself,"' said McNeill.
Currently house dining halls lose
close to $500,000 a year, he said.
"Students don't use the system.
We provide the service, but no one
uses it," McNeill said. The average
number of diners during dinner at
Baker dining hall last year was 87,
and the average amount of money
spent on dinner was $5.01, McNeill
said.
According to a survey conducted
by the House Dining Committee last
March, mnoat students said they
didn't want the house dining halls to
be closed, McNeill said. Almzost 90
percent of respondents said they
wanted dinner served in their houses
on Monday through Thursday. Seventy-five percent wanted it on Friday and 50 percent wanted dinners
in their dining halls on weekends.
"The students want this, but they
don't want to pay for it. We are tring to meet student interests,"
McNeill said.
"The house dining plan is a
result of several years of examining
all

k.:

aspects. Everybody has looked at

this and it is researched very thoroughly. It accomplishes theobjee+;ves: to P-ovide rneals to fit student
schedules, and to have a plan that
pays for itself," said Lawrence E.
Maguire, director of housing and
food services.
Residents find problems with plan
Many ieople
p
expressed mixed
reactions to the dining plan. One
complaint centered on the cost of
the, commons-style meal.
"We don't like to eat in the dining hall right now. People don't
want to eat at all-you-can-eat places
at Baker," said Jason B. Thomas
'96, a Baker resident.
"One serious reservation [to the
plan] is that I know from our survey
that many women don't want to eat
that much food. I hope they will
introduce some way in which a la

carte dining can be included in the
plan," said Professor William B.
Watson, the Baker housemaster.
"The dining halls are where communities are built. If we are excluding women by the pricing policy,
then you are excluding women in
the community."
Watson was also the chairman of
the House Dining Committee. "I
think it's on the whole a very good
plan with flexibility built into it,
close to what we decided. I think
it's fair that residents of dining halls
have to take responsibility for
upkeep of the halls," he said.
Margaret S. Roberts '95, a
McCormick Hall resident, said she
will have to move out of her dorm if
the plan is instituted.
"fIt sucks so bad. There aren't
enough words to describe how bad
it is. This is an all-girls dorm, and
they just don't eat that much. Eight

-
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dollars per meal is too much. Usually I spend five to six dollars a meal.
... If they estimate it to be $2000 a
year, there is no way I would pay it.
If they implement this plan, there
will be a lot of people moving. I
would have to move," Roberts said.
"What I would prefer, is that if
they are losing that much money,
that they close the dining hall and
turn it into a big lounge," she added.
Michael M. Strong '94, a MacGregor resident, said, "I know people who won't be around during the
dinner hours - especially people
who play sports. Even though Baker
is open later, it's not easy to go to a
dining hall where you don't know
anyone."
However, Victoria Ls. Parson
'94, a Baker resident, said, "I row
crew, so !. am all for anything that
offers brbeakfast at Baker. I like cating at Baker. There's more variety
of food -more than Lobdell. All
my friends eat there."
Eileen S. Sun '94, a Next House
resident, said, "I think it is inconvenient. Right after class I have a lab
and that means I have to go back to
eat and then go to lab."
Strong also mentioned that the
plan might adversely affect the
MacGregor convenience store from
which students can purchase goods
with their meai cards.

I Suffix for land or
sea
6 Those who defy
12 Ghost, or James
Bond opponent
14 Raise one's spirits
16 -- seek
17 Consoled
18 Coach Parseghian

I

19 Inheritor

21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
32

Son of Bela
-farmer
Turn the key
Pen point
Raison d'
Mel of baseball
Declined
Famous Colonel
With 43-Down,
former Dodger
Laborers
Prefix: seven
Treated with
malice
Make a certain
poker bet
Covers
Jazz of the '50s
Skin mark
poetica
Masses of blood
Stockings
Siamese (var.)
Defend
Never: Ger.
English prep
school student
Bridge supports
Adjusted a watch
Time of day
Talks back to
Intended

34
35
36
38

Collegiate CW8721

QEdward Julius
DOWN
1 Strong drink
2 Midwest city
(3 wds.)
3 Tennis term
4 Egyptian god
5 Sea eagles
6 Commnit a military
crime
cause"
7 "It's 8 Electrical units
9 Marie Saint
10 Midwest city
(2 wds.)

1i
2
13
15
20
23
28
30
31
32
33
35
36
37

40
41
42
44
45
47
48
49
51
52

Germ-free
Nuance
Film workers
Fit for food
"Darn it!"
Doctrines
Object of
devotion
John
run
Part of MPH
U.S. agency
Musical groups
Roof worker
"The
of
Penzance"

38 Give support
39 Least difficult
41 Robert Redford and
Jack Nicklaus, e.g.
43 See 32-Across
45 Author of "The Red
Badge of Courage"
46 Rugby play
49 Papal name
50 Work with a
piano
53 Spanish for us
55 Spanish equivalent
of Mrs.

54
56
57
58
59
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Food Court
Lobdell
*
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fountain system-now featuring Coke,
LightGe,
H-C
iSprite@, Diet Sprite<'
Sprite , Hi-C
Diet Lighffand
Sprte.
Minute Maid) Orange, and more!
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t get
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Diet
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Spurchase any Val-U-Plate and get
a free small Coke*.

New Oriental sauces
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Use-your Meal Card for
extra Val-U-Meal, discounts- now at
four Food Court locations!
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Visit Lobdell and get
yourCourt Card.
I

Buy any meal valued
over $4.50 and have

11

LOBDELL FOO>D COUIRT

your Court Card stamped.

STRATTON STUDENT CENTER

Acquire nine (9)stamps, and
your tOth meal is free
(valued up to 54.50).
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By Deena Dlsraelly

liked to do things for the school-age
kids and preschoolers."

STAFFREPORTER

While many students Lpert independent Activities Period slaving
away in a laboratory or furiously
snapping together LEGOs, four students spent their Independent Activities Period creating life-size works
of art and imagination. The students, enrolled in puppet design,
devised plans for and built four puppets which were as large as their
creators.
The idea for the project originally came from Marshall D. Hughes,
Integrated Studies Program Senior
Staff Assistant and Director of
Opera Un Met, a Boston-based
music company.
"What I want to do is use the

I

i
I
I

puppets in Mo<zart's The Magic

II

Flute," Hughes said. "I've always

The Magic Flute will be produced as a children's opera, Hughes
said. "I want to use two or three
real-life singers in Mozart's The

Magic Flute," Hughes said. Singers
from Opera Unl Met will be used for
the solos, but Hughes has considered using two or three MIT students for smaller singing mid narrating roles.
These characters will walk
around on stage and move the puppets when the part they say requires
the puppets to do something,
explained Raluca G. Barbulescu
'9X, project coordinator.
The first performance will be
held at the MIT Child Care Center.
Other perfon-nances will tentatively
be held in the Brookline andl

1U -;*-

lr--7-7-p-r, 'Illilro- =t

tiTTa
vlu
Brighton public schools. "I'd like to
take it into the public schools in
Boston," Hughes added.

Hughes asks for student help
Barbulescu originally heard
about puppet design from Hughes,
who explained the project in her ISP
class and asked for workers.
"I didn't know anything about
sewing and papier-mach6," Hughes
explained, who introduced the IAP
activity so people who knew about
construction and papier-mrAch
could build the puppets.
'Most of the people [taking puppet design] don't have any experience in puppet making from before,
they just enjoyed doing crafts. One
person worked on a parade float... I
just had experience building a lot of

0
pets is different from the others,"
she added.

little things," Barbulescu said.

Hughes biefly explained to the
students what he wanted and left the
actual designing and fabrication up
to them. "Marshall told me from the
beginning that they should be lifesize and stuffed so that when the
children came up and touched them,
they almost felt human. He left most
of the designs, the facial expressions, and the costumes up to us,"
Barbulescu said.
"We are aiming for four puppets, but it might develop into a
longer thing where we build more
puppets to fit the other characters,"
Barbulescu said. The puppets represent the four main characters in the
opera, the princess, the prince, the
queen, and the magician. "The bodies are stuffed, and the heads are
papier-mache, but one of the pup-

Hughes specified one thing

about the sorcerer, Zoroastro -

he

wanted this particular puppet to be
able to increase in size. Barbulescu
and her fellow puppet creators built
the magician on a frame that can be
pulled up or collapsed as the puppet's role requires the change.
The characters will all resemble
humans, according to Barbulescu,
"but they'll have special touches."
Certain puppets will have stars at
the base of their hairline to emphasize their characters' royalty. Some
characteristics will be over-exaggerated, like the prominence of the
cheekbones or the bushiness of the
eyebrows. All of the characters will
be very colorful.

LAP Activity Gives Students Chmee to Help Homeless
By Michael A. Saginaw
STAFF REPOR ER

Homeless advocate Byron H.
Paladin spoke to an Independent
Activities Period community service
volunteer group two weeks ago

about his experiences as a homeless
man in Boston.
During IAP, students enrolled in
the activity entitled Volunteer to
Work in a Homeless Shelter or
Other Community Service Organization (17.903), served in homeless
shelters, tutored immigrants in English, and organized children's recreation programs, among other activities.
"We heat up. food and cut up
bread," said Shallni Verna '95. She
worked in the York Street shelter,
where 22 homeless women are
allowed to sleep every night.
"Twenty out of 22 [women] are

Homeless.
Paladin said that once people
have been homeless for more than
three months, they become "institutionalized." They go from meal to
meal and from shelter to shelter.
Most shelters only keep people for
three days. Homneless people have to
spend their time figuring out what
shelter to go to next, and where to
go
the next meal.
mvil There's no
time to think about long-range
plans.
It is extremely important to find
a place to sleen indoors this time of
year, he said. Last year, 80 people
froze to death on Boston area
streets, he added.
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nightjob.

To illustrate how difficult it is
for a homeless person to get a job,
Paladin said that when he first
arrived in Boston, he stayed in a
homeless shelter for three days and
filled out 78 job applications. In the

next three days, he handed in his
applications and gave employers the
phone number of the shelter where
he was staying.
During the three days when he
handed in applications, he did not
get one call. After that, the shelter
threw him out because he could not
get a job, and he did not have an
alcohol or drug problem that merited special treatment, he said.
Homeless peopie face a probilem
of stereotyping, Paladin said. When
employers see a shelter listed as a
residence on a job application, they
think the applicant is irresponsible.
Paladin noted that this generalization is not fair because, for example,

some people are homeless because
their homes burned down.
Paladin is also working with
Boston Jobs for Peace, a branch of
National Jobs for Peace. As the government decreases military spending, National Jobs for Peace looks
for ways to divert that money
toward environmental, health, and
educational causes.
Also, he is developing a youth
ern

I

Rohit Gupta '95, who worked in the
same shelter.
Verma found that some homeless people were very different from
what she expected. "We met one
person who had a master's degree.
She was thrown out of her home by
her family," Vermma said.
Speaking in front of the class,
Paladin said that in February 1992
he helped found the newspaper
Spare Change, which is written and

a ed
d

and a!loh!

asug

re-ha-

bilitation program. He has organized voter registration programs.
"There are no limits to what we can
do... I want to make something out
of my life that other people can
build off of," he said.

FrSee Checkr

the same from night to night," said

'

Paladin feels that the chances of
a homeless person getting a job are
very slim. They have no address and
no phone number. Because it is very
easy for a homeless person to be
robbed, they often have no identification. They have no place to keep
things and no privacy. Also, a lot of
available jobs are night jobs, but
many shelters won't let people sleep
there during the day and work a

i

~

bI

.p

Kendall Square.

produced solely by homeless people. The paper sells for l0 cents a
copy. Profits, which range from
$18,000 to $20,000 a month, are
spent on homeless causes, Paladin
sai'd.

i

j
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Paladin said that he ran into
somsome opposition when he started the
newspaper. "People had said, 'it's
too much of a risk,' but the homeless are tired of hearing that they
can't do things. We need encouragement and a positive attitude that we
can do sommething like this," he said.

nd that's just for starters. Our Free
_Checkng Account requires no
minimum balance. Plus, there's
no charge for checks, no percheck diawe and no sewrVice
fees. Free Checking at
Cambridge Savings Bank also comes with
free Overdraft Protection-so you won't
bouice a check-and our CSB X-Press
240 ATM Card.
O)ur AMs are part of the X-Press 24@
CIRRUPe NYCVe and X-Press 24
CASHO networks. That means you'll

Seven homeless staff members
work full time for the newspaper;
661volunteers, who are not necessarily homeless, also help out. The
newspaper is published at The Har-

vard Crimson press.
He added that in addition to the
money earned from advertisements

and sales, Spare Change recently
received a $10,000 contribution
from Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream.
They will receive a $5,000 grant

day. An5d, of courlse,
ATM transactions at any Cambridge
Savings Bank office are always fee!
If you'd like to start a Free Cheking
Account with us, all it takes is a $100
opening deposit."" Stop by. call or write
for an application today.
locations

tidn to pay for newspaper equipment, and they may also be eligible
for a $5,000 grant from Fund for the
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It seems wherever you go, there we are. Offering a helping hand
whenever you need one, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Helping you
to stretch your budget with special savings when you fly, shop, call
~~~~~~long distance, and now, even when you ski.
_g _ As the official Card of Killington, home of some of
~1the greatest skiing in the East, we're happy to bring you
a free one-day ski pass just for using the American
Express' Card to purchase a Killington ExtraCredit card.
The ExtraCredit card allows vou to get 40% off the
~ ~Y~s~~

~~~~~~~~~~~>\

/ re g ul a r pr ic e

' i !" i'
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e a ch ad d i tio n a l o n e -d a y ski p a ss w h e n

yyou ski Killington.'

'"'
~"'~'~'

_' '~"~:~~
s1

_~
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It's just a small part of our commitmnent to
- - for
_b you, all the way. The fact is, we
be_there
want to do all we can to make Cardmembership

as rewarding as possible for you.
....

:-,. .

So consider the offer below a glimpse of the

:'"1''::good things to come. We know you re going
* _ 77 places in life. And we hope you'll take us with you.

;

We'll geyoutothetop ofthe

mountain th a free ski pass.
How you get down is
tusmess.
your
get a free one-day ski pass, courtesy of American Express,

"`3

~~i~B~~gBTo
simply purchase the Killington ExtraCredit card using the American
~
B
'llSB~~i

Express Card.*
The ExtraCredit card costs $25 and entitles you to purchase a
illington one-day ski pass, valid on all iv interconneted mountaLns,
for only $25 each day, Sunday-Friday (non-holiday), through

/'":~?'i~i
I30·~

'':t~~s
.·~~~4~~'·~~ ~K

May 1, 1993. That's a savings of 40% off the regular price!
Call Killington Travel Service tofl-free, at 1-800-372-41. 7, to sign up

..... q~ ?'"'..

si

-::~~~~~~~?.?

the ExtraCredit card today. Have the American Express Card ready.
I~~~lF~~~~~for

jt

Your voucher, redee.mable for the bonus ski pass, will arrive writh the

I

·

fo m we- s for de'-very.
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To get the Killington

%
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F.xtmCredit card and vouche

~·i go od for a freeone-day sA pass, simply return

i:

.9

.he coupon below or call now: 1-800-372-2007.
below, tear out and mail to:
2450, Killington, VT 05751-9975. Attn: ExtraCredit card I

! Fill in information
E Killington, RR1 Box

"%
..7.
Name

I
I

Address
,~y

In",~

I
i

Zip

I

Phone Number

I
II

I
!
Signatulne

l

I,_--___ _

~
_~__-_-,_______

If you're not an Ameican Express C
*ExtCredit card resictions:

Offer valid for fllie
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arxe, call 1-800-942-AMEX today to apply
college studen

18-24 years old only. F.

norxai erable, and only one ski pass per day may be purcsed-A unet college idtom
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valid photo ID must be presented at Kllington v¢)en you purase your one-day ski pass.
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HRe6 atempns parody~anid ba
HEXED

m
-~ lifts the filmn above the level ~of a
What

N

Written and Directedby Alan Spencer.
StarringArye Gross, ClaudiaChristian,
and Adrienne Shelly.
Loews Charles.
By B1i1 Jackson

I

OPNIVON E1DM7R

Hexed has three things going for it. One is
the funniest sex scene ever filmed, a
direct parody of the Michael DouglasGlenn Close sex scene from Fatal
Attraction. The only other scene that even
comes close is in Body of Evidence, but here
the comedy is intentional.
The second is an unabashed willingness to
offend the hypersensitive. Jokes about Jews,
priests, blacks, and alcoholics guarantee that
every audience member will be offended at
least once. In 1993, that alone is reason to
praise a film.
The third thing is a cast of quirky suppoting characters, including Claudia Christian, a
funny and campy find as fictional supermodel
Hexina. The main problem with Hexed is a
severe identity crisis. At times (and in the TV
and print ads) it strives to be an all-out parody
in the style of Airplane! or The Naked Gun. At
other times, it wants to be a traditional farce.
The two genres are not comfortably mixed,
and the result is a strangely muddled comedy.
ET'he ail-out parody only works in, 'thleaflrementioned sex scene, but there it works amazingly well. Everywhere else in the movie, the
parody seems tacked-on. For example, there is
a mock perfume commercial in which Hexina
is buffed, sanded, and vacuumed withi a Dustbuster. That scene is randomly inserted into a
section of the movie which has a decidedly
different overall tone.
Those pasts of the film which are played as
farce are more successful. The high point is a
sequence in which the hero, no matter how
much he tries, cannot throw a dead body off
of a roof. It is an amusing bit, bui, like the rcst
of the film, it is hurt by the fact that it isn't
surrounded by scenes with a similar comic
tone.
--

mediocre farce are the supporting characters.
They are as quirky and funny as the hero is
mundane. The Hexina character is surprising
and fun, and she becomes even more interesting as the film goes on. Also fun are the police
officers, including the chief, who tells one
suspect during an interrogation, "I'm divorced
with no charisma. I've got nowhere to go."
Then there is a priceless scene in which an

8ss
Bbu
{aid 4

"tai
·
officer asks- for the hero's driver's
license.
"You're wearing your hair differently than in
the photo. It looks better now." The hero asks,
"Why are you telling me this?" The cop
answers, deadpan, "Because I'm secure
enough in my masculinity that I can give compliments to men"
Unfortunately, there isn't much room in
this overstuffed and wildly uneven comedy
for many moments like that one. An overlong

It

~CI$B

attakes half an hourn(for the plot to
set-up (it
even budge) weakens the comedy, and the
wild unevenness of tone keeps you off-bal.
ance when you should be laughing. Unless
you're really interested in seeing the first film
ever to mark the passage of time with the
growth of a Chia Pet rather than the traditional
moving clock hands, Hexed will be more Xtm
on video than in the theaters.

Useless Li'rp bligf ers few new insults into M~o sona
THE LIZARD KING:
THKE ESSENT'IAL JIM MORSO9N
Written by erry Hopkinas.
Charles Scribner'sSons, 272pp., $19.
By John Jacobs
STAFFREPORTER

|P get another book about Jim Morrisorn.
w This one's by Jerry Hopkins, who also
x
co-authored "No One Here Gets Out
s
Alive." Why was he not satisfied with

read the book, you will discover that even
those have been edited.) The book contains
seven of the most interesting. It also professes
to put to rest, in light of "new information,"
the controversy surrounding his death.
Morrison sung in a band that redefined
rock'n'roll. His pseudo-intellectual theories
on chaos and the beauty of evil are the fuel for
some kind of media and marketing scam. 'He
consciously created his own myth," the book
says, "then lived to regret it." Who can't do

one book about Jim Morrison? Maybe for the
same reason he wasn't satisfied with one book
about Elvis. Maybe money. Jim Morrison what's left to say about the guy? MTV comedian Dennis Leary's joke should have been
the fiz! &sr^o:"Jim Modrson - I'm drunk.
I'm nobody. I'm drunk, I'm famous. I'm
drunk, I'm dead."
Have you noticed that Jim Morrison's
biographies are starting to read like philosophy books? The simple question is "Why
were the Doors so popular?" No One Here
Asked For All This Pedantry. The final product of hocus-pocus philosophizing is "The
Lizard King: The Essential Jim Morrison."
The book contains many stories about Jim and
the kind of person he was. lhe stories are
interesting (if they are true) and will make you
glad that -ou did not know him personally.
All that's really left of Jim that hasn't been
interpreted and re-interpreted into inaccuracy
are the Morrison interviews. (And when you

Y

--

L

that? Especially the way Jim did it. This bwok
made me want to grab Jerry Hopkins by his
shirt collar and beat some sense into him.
The book is worth reading insofar as you
will realize that even authors can make money
the old-fashioned way: dishonestly. If you
really want to read this book, please, take my
copy. It's taking up space in my room. But
let's not reward these biographers with
money. Jim is dead, the music is great. The
end, the end.

oQw to get into LesMis,
Swan Lake, and the Sugar
ee.
concert
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Free Tickets, Page 19
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Fed up with the "animal rights' movement?

Il

"Animal rights" groups equate the life of a child
with that of a rat. T hey are stifling mnedical research
through

disinformation,

harassment,

and

Ir

terror.
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Now you can do something about the disinformaa program of Americans for Medical Progress, will
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to support
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nize to start campus chapters. Support biomedical

Call: 1 800 4-AMP-USA
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EXCLUSIVE dance parties at Cancun's hottest clubs
SPECIAL '10 STAR' PARTY
Three hours of FREE food & d'rinkCat Fac TesdayaI
COLLEGE TOURS & DOS XX
SPRING BREAK VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENsIT
Overr $7,000.00 in cash plus other prizes
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OVER 3GQ,o0o SATISFIED CUSTOMERS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY
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Many students
were fooled by
unlicensed, fly
by night
agencies last
year! Only
College Tours
has 25 years

*Paid seamer
positions
available nationwide in field of employee benefits. Gain
valuable business experience paralleled by educational
training in fundamentals of benefits. Must have a
3.0 GPA and 2 contsecutive summers remaining prior
to graduation. All majors encouraged to apply.
Call Ann H. Nowak, Northeast Regional Director,
(617) 536-0734 for more information. Positions
available in New England, Texas, Caldomnia, Chicago,
Washington, D.C., Baltimore, New York City
and Philadelphia.

experience,

Downtown Hotels
Margarita
Hotel America

what it
promised.

$459

Lagoon Area
Posada Laguna
Cancun inn

$509

Beach Superior
Calinda
Costa Real
Beach Deluxe
Oasis

Kin-Ha

$549

|sIO
t

J
Solymar
Prices basedI on quad occupancy.
Prices do not include, precollected departure taxes.
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othing has greater influence than the
perfection of a concept. By virtue of
crystal clear reasoning, the imagined
becomes possible. And the world is
transformed.
Here at Bellcore, the spirit of
achievemrent is reflected in everything we do.
As one of the world's leading centers for
advanced telecommunications research, our
over 8000 employees are encouraged to make
breakthrough discoveries in such far-ranging
spheres of influence as:

I

THE MOST
FAR-RANGING EFFECTS

EMV4ANATE FROM OUTR

·
·
·
·
·

Applied Research
Operations Technology
Software Technology & Systems
Information Networking Services
Network Technology

Currently we have openings at our
northern and central New Jersey locations for
individuals with a BS, MS, or PhD degree in
Computer Science, Computer or Electrical
Engineering. Positions are also available for
PhD's inM.athematics
, Statistics, Operations
Research, Physics, Chemistry, Materials
Science, or Human Factors Engineering.
Sign up at the Career Planning and
Placement Center to meet our recruiters on
campus February 10 and 11.
To make the most of your future by
developing the future of communications,
write to Bellcore today.
Director, Technical Employment,
Bellcore, 6 Corporate Place, Piscataway, NJ
08854. An equal opportunity employer.

CENTER.

vBelrlore
) Bell Communications Research

Where innovation is second nature.
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Dave Bany contrasts US and Japan with truth and humor
ii

DAVE BARRY DOES JAPAN

II

Written by Dave Barry.
Random House, 213 pp., $18.

tt

receive it." How do the Japanese remember
Hiroshima? As a quick end to a war that
would have dragged on through millions more
lives? Or as an unpredictable "dirty trick," on
the same moral ground as Peal Harbor? Buy
the book.

in front," Dave says. "We don't look to Japan
for humor. Currently, only .08 percent of the
humor consumed in the US is imported from
Japan . . But that's exactly the situation we
were in with automobiles thirty years ago, and
NOW look at us." Will the Japanese put Dave
Barry out on the street? Buy the book.
Dave doesn't profess to be an expert on
Japan after a three week stay, but his observations contain enough truth to at least make us
laugh out loud when skimming the book in
quiet bookstores. He examines cultural differences and communication barriers, all the
while not afraid to comment on our own culture, or lack thereof. He walks us through the
American stereotypes of the Japanese
throughout the century. Are they all kamikaze
W.W.II fighters, or bad English lip-synchers
fleeing "giant radioactive worms," or giant
Sumo wrestlers "the size of five pre-SlimFast
Tommy Lasordas?" Who are those easterners?
Buy the book.
The chapter on Hiroshima surprised me as
a veteran Barry reader. ! had never seen his
serious side. Dave was in Hiroshima on the
46th anniversary of the dropping of the bomb
and was present at the ceremony. His observations on it are poignant. "For me," Dave tells
us, "the most moving moment was the ritual
offering of water by representatives of the victims' families. After the bomb blast, many of
the dying cried out constantly for watermizu-but there was none; now, finally, they

By John Jacobs
STAFFREP1ORTER
--

s a South Florida native, I've been reading Dave Barry for years. He's a writer
for the Miami Herald. Hell, I remember
when all he wrote were slapstick booger
jokes. Through a computer error, possibly, his
column became syndicated and suddenly,
booger jokes were being read in newspapers
across the country. Dave acquired a small but
foolhardy following. They encouraged him to
write books. "It's America," they said. "Make
yourself some money." Since then, his books
have gained him national fame for his offbeat
yet accurate perspectives. In 1988, the New
York Times called him: "The funniest man in
America." And then he was given a Pulitzer
Prize. His latest book is Dave Barry Does

Japan.
The first thing I liked about the book is
that I was able to lift it off the shelf. Dave
Barry Does Japan weighs in at a slim 213
pages, a worthy exception to my 200-page
rule (If you said it in over 200 pages, you ran
your mouth). Also, it has wide margins.
In his book-, he covers sports in Japan, rock
music in Japan, and of course, humor in
Japan. "The way Americans see it, if the
nations of the world were a high-school class,
Japan would be the nerdy kid who always sat

Dave sometimes trips over himself in
reaching for the extra laugh. The flow of the
book is occasionally brok-n uy pirdlc'ule
footnotes or parenthetical puns. No one's perfect, right? I give the book seven unagi sushi
out of 10.

Z
Free tickets to the hottest
events in town.
Join The Tech Arts staff.
Call Chris Roberge at x3-1541.

Hoid on to your textbook receipts,
they're like money in your pocket!
For Members Only:
Announcing The Coop's Textbook Refund Program.
I
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* For Coop Members only, during this spnng Back-to-School period,
receive a 10% refund on all textbook purchases.
* Save your receipts and bring them to your Coop store.
Pasm not al
kreeipt
must be@ hme in to daMi a red Muke aii
texftbo& eks ad
and exnges
exhf
bee yoai
you
yor
your 10% reefurdla

· Receive your refund in the form of a credit to your charge account, a
cash refund or a check depending on method of original payment

I

* Prooffof op membership and personal IDmust be
presented to claim your refund.
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· Extra added dividend: you'll also receive a coupon for 15% OFF any

/
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purchase made at The Coop between Feb. 21 and March 6, 1993.
Not applicable to text U'refe-rec books, computer software, Jostens
Rings, mail or phone orders, items previously ordered, or special orders.
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Refunds Will Be Given at The Coop at Kendall Between Feb. 22-27,1993.

I

To Oualify for Your Textbook Refund M.I.T. Students Must Purchase
Textbooks at The Coop at Kendall Between Jan. 25 to Feb. 17, 1993.

THE COOPA T KENDALL
3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
M-FRI 8:45-7 THUR TIL'8:30
SAT 9:15-5:45
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Iyren Captures Ist
All-Around Title

Men's Swimminrg/Diving Defeats
Tubfts to Continue tinning Ways
freestyle sprint events. Team Tricaptain Brian Meade '93 won both

ond victory margin for the Engineers' A-relay squad in the 400meter medley relay. In the 1000meter freestyle, Rockwell triumphed
with a winning time of 10:16.64. He
finished 8.63 seconds ahead of the
runner-up.

By Ognen J. Nastov
FORMER TEM MEMBER

~

t
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS COACH

Last weekend Captain Julie
Lyren
'93 won her first gymnastics
well as the 0l-meter freestyle,
title of 1993. With a
all-around
47.96, while his teammate Chad
of
35.2
at her last home meet
scare
Gunnlaugsson '93 was a close runDivision IIl rival
against
appearance
ner-up in both events, establishing a
Lyren was
College,
Island
Rhode
personal best of 22.08 in the 50
as RIC's
champion
the
clearly
freestyle. "Brian and Chad were an
in second
Cleary
finished
Stephanie
unstoppable force in the sprints,"
a
score
of
32.2.
place
with
said teammate Todd Boutin '96.
Overall, the MIT women's team,
"You could really tell they owned
with the loss of Karen
struggling
their events. They destroyed every- Oda '93 to medical school interone."
views, lost the meet 147.15 to
160.05.
"Overall, it was a tremendous
Kim Cornwell '94, Gwen Gray
teamrn effort. It was interesting to '93, and Melissa Kaye '95 cleanly
watch because we began to go one- performed handspring vaults for
two in so many events that we were scores of 6.6, 7.1, and 7.75 respecswimming to get one-two,"
tively. Janet Sollod '96 and Lyren
explained Baenedick.
took first and third places overall on
the event with scores of 8.25 and
Before the Tufts meet, MIT 8.6.
overwhelmed UMass Dartmouth.
Uneven bars showed off the
"That was a blowout meet," Meade beautiful "free flight" straddle back
said.
of Jean Wong '93 and Erica Carmnel
'96. Kaye stuck a solid flyaway dis"It was a pretty low key meet, mount.
so the hardest thing that I had to do I
Sollod had one of her best rouwas to keep our team focused on tines this year, "just missing" a onethat meet, rather than on the upcom- and-a-half somersaulting dismount
ing big meet with Tufts," Benedick for a score of 7.75, for third place in
the event. Lyren chalked up another
said.
--L.. __the 50-meter freestyle, 21.82, as

The men's swimnming and diving
team made history last Friday with a
spectacular 136-101 win over Tufts
University. MIT's first swimming
victory over Tufts in 20 years.
"It was a big victory," said
Rockwell crushed the field with
Head Coach John Benedick, visibly
exhilarated by his first win over another season's best performance
TuRfts during his 18-year career as in the 500-meter freestyle, 4:56.71,
followed by Tri-captain Jim Bandy
head swimming coach at MIT. "I
told the team that I've been trying to '93 in second place. Bandy claimed
win that meet since before some of a victory in the 200-meter freestyle,
those guys were born," Benedick 1:48.l 0, out touching Bonnelcynard
said. "Our team rallied together and of Tufts by 0.87 seconds.
rose to the occasion as much as any
team that we've ever had."
MIT swimmers captured three
"It was great," said Tri-captain one-two sweeps in the mid-distance
Bob Rockwell '93. "This was our stroke medley events. In the 200season's best meet, an amazing meter individual medley, Vijay
overall performance for the entire Lathi '94 hit the contact pad in a
winning time of 2:01.33, while his
team."
The Engineers took the point teammate David Ferguson '93 was
lead from the very beginning, and second. Lathi also won the 200never let it slip from their grasp. meter breaststroke, 2:19.25, in
MIT swimmers won a total of nine which teammate Brian Dye '96 was
events, being defeated only in the 1- a close runner-up, 0.15 seconds
and 3-meter springboard diving behind. Dye was victorious in the
competitions, the 200-meter back- 200-meter butterfly, 2:07.60, with
stroke, and the 400-meter freestyle teammate Jon Pfautz '95 finishing
second.
relay.
The meet, held at MIT's Alumni
The Engineers also swept the
Pool, opened with a solid 4.09-sec_
__
Y
--- _

q-I1a r

first place with her exciting routine
that ended with a half-twisting,
back-somersaulting dismount for a
score of 8.8.
Balance beam, usually the
team's strongest event, turned out to
be a shaky that afternoon. Beth
Chen '94 turned in an outstanding
performance. She had the best routine of her life, which earned her an
8.2 and third place overall on the
event. Lyren earned an 8.8 and
another first place for her aggressive
leaps and acrobatics.
The meet ended on the floor
exercise where Canmel debuted her
floor exercise, which included a
front somersault in the first tumbling run.
Cornwell's energetic routine led
into Stephanie DeWeese's '95 clean
performance for a score of 7.15.
Kaye also competed on the floor
exercise for the first time this year
and performed the most difficult
tumbling of the competition -- a
whip back to an immediate fulltwisting back somersault- for a
score of 8.35. Sollod had her best
exercise of the season and earned an
8.8 and another third place overall.
Lyren anchored her winning performances with her fourth first place

By Catherine Rocchlo
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score of 9.0 for her dramatic dance

and powerful tumbling.
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS/SERVICES PRACTICE
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A.T KEARNEY, INC. is a leading international management consulting
Efrm, with offices in sixteen countries. The Fl/SPgroup of Keamey
advises top management in the leading financial institutions worldwide,
including commercial banking, insurance, and investment banking
companies, as well as the technology providers servicing the industry.

i 555 Massachusetts Avenue
(opposite Cambridge Common)

WE ARE strategy consultants whose services include the positioning of
clients' financial products, business strategy, restructuring, and work.
Through our work with the major players in the industry, we
are taking an active role in shaping the future of financial services.

Ring, Ring...
Hello, Nightline.
Hi, What is indamine?
Just a minute...
It's any of a series of
organic bases whose
salts make unstable
blue or green dyes.
Thanks... Good night.

Sundays, 9 and 11 a.m.

WE BELIEVE that the nature of the problems confronting our clients
requires exceptionally talented and creative individuals. As a result, our
$standardsare extraordinarily high, especially in the areas of intellectual
achievement, independence of thought, motivation, initiative, integrity,
and common sense. In particular, we require a very high tolerance for
ambiguity and rapidly changing unstructured situations.

1^~~
~

WE ARE LOOKING for characteristics not limited to any particular
course of study; rather, we believe they are the result of commitment
to a select few academic and extracurricular activities. A selected
profile of our '92 class of analysts follows:

Ring, Ring...
Hello, Nightiline.
Can I speak wifth a
female staffer?
Sure...
Hello, Nightline.
I think I'm pregnant..

MAJORS INCLUDE: ancient history, civil engineering, economics,
European history, foreign languages, government, intemrnational
relations, materials engineering, and mathematics;
EXTCIRACURRIuLAR ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: campus publications,
community service work, intercollegiate and intramural sports, leadership
in fraternal organizations and honor societies, and student government.

11111,

THE FI/SPGROUP will have a presentation in Private
Dining Rooms One and Two of the Stratton Student Center
from 5:30-7:30, Tuesday, February 2, 1993. Open schedule
interviews will be held at Career Services Office on Wednesday,
February 3,1993. Resumes may be submitted in person at
the information session or sent directly to:
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NIGHTLINE
one male staffer,
I

completely
confidential,

Kevin Mellyn
College Recruiting
A.T Kearnmey, Inc.
27th Floor, 153 East 53rd Street
York, NY 10022
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one female staffer,

every night, 7pm-7am

253-8800
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Men's

Basketb

Me~~s
Basketball Edge~~~~~s

By Oscar Yeh
STAFFREPOR:'ER

i
I
I

Edges

The men's basketball team broke
a three game losing streak on Jan.
19 with a 83-80 win over Curry
College. A balanced offensive effort
coupled with a solid defense paved
the way to victory, but the unchar-

acteristically rowdy crowd also
played a major role in the win by
exhorting the Engineers throughout
the second half.
Over the weekend, the Engineers
lost to a strong Nichols College
team on the road. As a result, their
record fell to 3-8.
As with their last game against
New England College, the Enginers broke out to an early 94 lead

after a Nikki Carruthers '95 threepointer. The Colonels, however,
responded with a full-court press
that was to bother the Engineers
throughout the first half. Two back
to back turnovers brought Curry to
within one, and fiom that point on,
the game was extremely close as the
lead changed frequently between the
two evenly matched teams.
However, the Engineers did
make a short run late in the first half
after a three-pointer by freshman
Tim Porte. and a solo .ur.ak.away

basket by Carruthers to make the
score 39-32. The Colonels were
persistent, however, and a three
pointer at the buzzer leR MIT with a
41-39 lead at halftime.
The game became more intense
in the second half as MIT fans
began showering insults at the
Colonels with each time a player
would step up to the foul line. The
referees also got their share of abuse
from both the crowd and the MIT
players, and the bench picked up the
only technical foul of the game at
the 13:21 mark.
Both teams built brief five point
margins at different points in the
half, but neither could break the
game open. With just under five
minutes remaining, Curry College
clung tenaciously to a one point
lead. A controversial blocking foul
called by the referees against the
Engineers brought the crowd to its
feet in outrage, and nearly every
MIT fan began signaling for a
charge.
The incident would prove to be
the spark for the Engineers. Rallying behind chants of"defense" from
the crowd, MIT forced a 45-second
call against the Colonels and then

TUM MEMBER

The squash team made history
by defeating Tufts University 7-3
for the first time in 15 years and for
the first time under Coach Jeff
Hamilton. The Techies dominated
a le Bet Tufts had to offer by wvinning the top three matches, 3-0
each. The team's mark for the season now stands a 3-2.
Captain Matt Trevithick G
manipulated his opponent with such
hard hitting that the Tufts player
could not return the serves. Trevithick won 15-10, 15-2, and

vert rallies into points. He won
15-5, 15-9, and 15-10.
Playing a solid game, it did not
take long for Saf YeboahAmankwah '93 to eliminate his

- ----

MIT victory. It seemed as if each
Engineer who stepped to the line
remembered a recent comparison of
the Engineers' free throw shooting
average and that of Random Hall's
C league team.

--

1993-1994
If you, as a Coop Member and a degree candidate at M.I.T, are interested in
serving as aDirector of The Harvard Cooperative Society for the next
academic year, please contactthe following
:
_n If You are an Undergraduate Student, Contact: Dung Vu, Chairman,
UA Nominations Committee Phone: 253-2696
Room W20-401
_- ~If You are a Graduate Student, Contact: David Cuthbert, Graduate
Student Council Office Phone: 253-2195 Room 50-220
_o Completed applications must be submitted by 5 PM, Friday,
February 5, 1993.
lo
For furtherinformation, simply contact

,ocked a shot on the following pos-

The Coop President's Office,
Harvard Square store,

499 2002.
I
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LIST CENTER ANNOUNCES PRIZE COMPETITION
$500 IN PRIZES! 1ST: $300, 2ND: $150, 3RD: $50
The List Visual Arts Center announces the Ist Annual Vcra List "CRITIC FOR A DAY" Prize
Competition. The competition awards $500 in prizes to three full-time MIT undergraduate or
graduate students who demonstrate excellence in creative criticism on some theme of contemporary
art.
This year one focus of the "Critic for a Day" Prize Competition is the role contemporary art can play
in exploring controversial subject matter. This focus is due in part to recent controversy surrounding
the current List Visual Arts Center cxhibi.tinr-.. C

,

.nalPolitics, on view in tho Tist Centor galleries

until February 14, 1993. Last Spring this project was denied funding by the head of the National
Endowment for the Arts who stated she was "troubled" by the exhibition's "sexual content."

-- m

.1~L

Students may wish to concentrate on the controversy, or on aesthetic and conceptual aspects of
Corporal Politics, or may instead want to visit any (or all) of the next three exhibitions which open

Many management and professional opprotunities are not
advertised or listed. Some of the most lucrative positions
just are not published. For over 45 years the Haldane
organization has assisted nearly 1/2 million people in
placing themselves to their best advantage. We are
considered "the most highly respected and innovative
firm..." in our industry. Please call (or fax/mni! your
resume), so we can set a confidential, no cost interview to
determine if we can be of assistance to you.

5!

down the stretch, which secured the

TE HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
BOARD of DIRECTORS

The Tech News Hotline
253-1541

P~I-

was 76 percent free throw shooting

Porter '96 and Mark Heffeman '95,

to

The team expects to do well this
year. The return of Chaudhary, who
plays in the number two position,
has helped the team a great deal.
MIT won its last two matches
against Connecticut College, 9-0,
and Bowdoin College, 8-1. They
also played well against highly
ranked Navy and Trinity College
teams.
The Techies next match is
against Bates College. This promises to be an exciting match. The last
time MIT and Bates met was in the
national championship, where MIT
defeated Bates 5-4.

impossible for his opponent to con-

strong bench effort led by Tim
who contributed eleven and nine
points respectively. The leading
rebounder was Victor van Berkel
'96 who pulled down nine in the
course of the game.
An important factor in the win

I

eak

3lCJZalll

3-2.

Irfan Chaudhary '93 played an
excellent retrieving game, making it

St-

MI.LT. STUDENTS

exciting match eventually winning

15-11.

Losing

Snaps Loin Ste

opponent. Shervin Limbert '93 and
Yves Kissenpfennig '95 also won
their matches, 3-0. Graham Fernandes '93 struggled a little, but pulled
through with a 3-1 win. John de
Souza '93 provided the fans with an

By John de Souza

M-

Snaps

session. With these two superb
defensive efforts, MIT built a small
lead and forced Curry to foul in vain
in the remaining minute.
An extremely balanced MIT
offense resulted in all five starters
scoring in double figures. In addition, the Engineers benefitted from a

Squash Shuts Out lts,
Improves Record to 3-2

1

.ur

Curry,

-- -- -
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March 5 and run through April 18. If none of these pique your interest, you are invited to comment
on other issues such as:

· The roles risk and controversy play in the making and presenting of contemporary art.
· is Hiking it (or hating it) enough?
· The role(s) of a contemporary art center in a university environment.
o What is art, anyway?

277 Dartmouth Street
Boston, MA 02116-2800
(617) 247-2500
FAX: (617) 247-7171

21 Oak Street-Suite 400
Hartford, CT 06106-8002
(203) 297-6500
FAX: (203) 246-3727

It is assumed that most entries will take the form of prose commentary; however, since art can speak
to both the head and the heart, less conventional formats may be allowed to express individual
response and judgment. (In this case, prior consultation with List Visual Arts Center staff is strongly

'Ronald L. Kranncb, IPb D)..

1990's. Impact Pubicationts,
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One of the world 's largest
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For further informnnation concerning the Vera List "Critic for a Day" Prize Competition (including
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competition guidelines), or on Corporal Politicsor upcoming List Center exhibitions, contact Ron Platt
at 2534400.
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Vie1 Becomes a Knight W~hile the 'King' Lives On
Let's Argue, from Page 24
with the loss of coaches Rollie Massamino and Lou Carneseca. Only
one team, Seton Hall, has a chance
of doing some damage i.: the NCAA
tourney this year. Georgetown,
arguably the best team in Division
II does not deserve to be anywhere
near the Top 25. Miami registered
its first win against a Division I
opponent when they beat the Hoyas,
after the Hurricanes had disposed
the likes of Florida International,
Clearwater State, and Snow White
and the Seven Dwarves. John
Thompson must have promised the
AP scribes free tickets to the MTV
Inaugural ball if they voted for his
Hoyas...
The residents of Chestnut Hill
are as fickle as they come. First,
they sit on pins and needles awaiting Coach Coughlin's decision on
whether or not he'll take the Giants
coaching jobs After his decision,
there was dancing in the streets and
the dreams of Sugar Bowl appearances began. blow, however, they
are blocking a bid by Boston College officials to expand Alumni Stadium from 32,000 to 50,()00 seats.
They cite the following reasons:
increased number of college students (what were they thinking
when they moved next to a major
university?), parking problems on
football Saturday's for their guests
(why would their friends want to
come over on a BC home game day
anyway?), and further problems
with trffic (let's see, they say that it
is currently impossible to drive in
Newton on game day because of the
_alb

a

·

-- I

·

traffic levels. How is more traffic
going to make this worse?). Sniff,
sniff...
Continue to send in those letters to sportsithe-tech. As soon as
we get around to it, we will start
printing them (or excerpts of) in our
column under the heading of letters.

ended the Buckeye rally as the
Bucks proceeded to get thoroughly
spanked by the Hoosiers after that...
G;riz and Waves
Montana 11-6 (3rd place)
Pepperdine 13-3 (Ist place)
We were approached by a couple
of avid readers, who asked if we
could follow two of their favorite
teams, the Montana Grizzlies and
the Pepperdine Waves, as these
perennial powerhouses made their
way towards March Madness. As
these two teams play on the West
Coast, the Big Sky and West Coast
conferences respectively, their
schedules are not printed in the
Globe. Therefore, as a service to our
faithful readers, we will expand oar
horizons and once again go where
no Boston newspaper has gone
before. The Grizz play a tough road
game Saturday at-Boise State, while
the Wave are at home with games
against St. Mary's (Friday) and San
Francisco (Saturday)...

You Heard It Here First
With the enactment of an Arizona state Martin Luther King, Jr.
Holiday, Phoenix and Bill Bidwell
will be awarded the next available
Super Bowl, number IXXX in 1995.
Mike Ditka will follow the Bill
Parcells route to big coaching
money by sitting out a season and
joining NBC in the studio, then
returning the following season as
coach of the expansion St. Louis
team...
Race for Futility
Ottawa 4 44 3
Dallas 3-33

The Senators have already
assured themselves of a losing season, while the Mavs victory total is
one more then the number of Zoe
Baird's personal babysitters.

Simson's Top 5
1. Indiana
2. North Carolina
3. Michigan
4. Kentucky

rVtundonguls Hueso de Is
a Seraa
To Ohio State's Greg Simpson.
During a Buckeye Surge in Sunday's OSU-Indiana game, Simpson
picked off a Damon Bailey pass and
drove the length of the floor, only to
blow the lay up after putting the ball
around his back (to much "French
Pastry" as Al McGuire put it). This
- -

-

----
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Trivia Question of the Week
This is the Bills third straight
Super Bowl appearance. Name the
last team to accomplish this feat..
Send answers to sportsethetech~mit.edu.
Answer to last week's question:
The Bears beat the Rams in the
1986 NFC Championsbip game, 24G. Kudos to Keith Burdick '93 who
got it right (P.S. Da Bears beat the
Giants in the second round). Keith
wins comer end zone tickets to all
MIT home football games next
year...

Sir Vix Picks
Vic has been knighted for doing
such a fine job this season, compiling a 43-20 record. Says Jim Brennan G, "'I always go with 'The
Pickcs."'
Superlative Bowl XXVII
'Pokes 33, Bills 19. Score is
obvious -the number of Maverick
losses to the number of Clippers
losses (formerly the Buffalo

-- - -
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Braves). Thurman Thomas remembers helmet this year, but forgets
rest of nforrm , causing him to miss
entire first quarter. The Norwood
legacy continues for Buffalo as Jim
"...I'm also a client" Kelly tosses 2
Interceptions. Ken "Honeymooner"
Norton blocks a Lin "Lightning
Strikes" Christy field goal attempt
and Emmit Smith rushes for 126
yards. Someone ought to let Marv
Levy catch the bouquet, because
Bills go home bridesmaids again...
And, in the one everyone will be
watching, Bud Bowl A, Bud Light
24, Bud 6. A surprising match up,
considering the difficult routes these
two teams took to get here. Bud
cruised to victory over long time
nemesis Miller "Champagne of
Beers" High Life, but had difficulty
with the 12-man roster of CFL rep
resentative Molson. Bud Light, a
wild card team, made easy work of
the Strh's Blows squad, but had to
come from behind to defeat Intraleague rival King Cobra and the
Waffle rep., Heinek~en on the road.
Bud is a stronger team, but you have
got to like Bud Light, as it is so difficult to repeat in this league. The
"iKing of Beene" is dethroned - long
live the "King7'...

-·--
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Saturday, Janaur 30

Men's Gyntntsfics vs. Ithaca College, I p>>m.
indoor Track vs. Fitchburg State, Tufts, and WPI, I pxnM
Wreenmg vs. Bridgewater Stft Colteges 2 p.m.
Squash vs. Bates College, 3 p.m.

1\4T Music Group Auditions
MIT Brass Ensemble
lRehearsals: Tuesday, Thursday, 5-7pm, Killian Hall.
Auditions: Tuesday, February 2 at 5pm, Killian Hall.

!

FREE

Ahirlke Reservations :
Ticketing
- -I-Service----

I
I

MIT Chamber Music Society
Registration for all members: Thursday, January 28, 7pm, 'R.
Solo piece required of new members only.

4-156.

Concert Band
Rehearsals: Monday 5:30-7:30, Wednesday 8-10pm, Kresge.
First Meeting: Monday, February 1, 5:30pm,
Kresge Auditorium
MIT

IRATED BESTI

I-

by Condk Nast
lTraveler Magazine
*
*
*
*
*16,

BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

TffOMAS
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MIT Concert Choir
Rehearsals: Monday & Thursday, 6-8:30pm, Rm. 2-190.
.4.u1didons: Monday, February 1, 6pm, Rm. 2-190.
Group auditions, no solo required.

I

I

MIT Concert Jazz Band
Rehearsals: Saturday, 10-lpm, Kresge Auditorium.

IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF
THESE AIRLINES . . .

Auditions: Saturday, January 30, 1Oam, Kresge Auditorium.
Positions open in Trumpet and Trombone sections.

American, United, Confinental Ameria West
Delta, TWA, Northwest, UAir,. Brifish Airs
Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swiss
ALr, Air India, El Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer
1inys, Tiara, or even shuttle flights.
AVOID LONG LINES AT THIE AIRPORT,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS AND

MIT Symphony Orchestra
Rehearsals: Tuesday & Thursday, 7:30-10pm, Kresge Auditori=m.
First meeting & auditions: Tuesday, February 2, Kresge Auditorium.
New members please call the Concerts Office to arrange an auditions
MIT Chamber Chorus
Rehearsals: Monday, 5-6pm, Rmn. 2-190,
Tuesday, Thursday, 9-10am, Killian Halls
Auditions: Monday, February 1, 5pm, Rm. 2-190.
Bring prepared solo.

PICKQ UP YOUJR TICKETS AT
Open Mon.-Fri.
8:30 am-5:00 pm

altl
m

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE CONCERTS OFMCE AT

1 BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

868-2666
a\
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253-2826.
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Comrygeys, and Alfrederick "The
Great" Hughes...

r

Where Are They Now?
Former college hoop stars:
Keith Lee, Fennis Dembo,
Antoine Joubert, Uwe Blab, Mark
Alarie, Michael Young, Derek Wittenberg, Michael Graham, Dallas

Ar
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Hamoudi Challenges
Dufy in Prediction
Column by Haider A. Hamoudi

I

SPORTS EDITOR

---

-

This year may just be the best

chance Buffalo has to win a Super
Bowl. While everybody from
Bobby Sheridan to Mike Duffy
seems to like the Cowboys, I have
to go with the underdogs this time.
The Bills have already lost two
Super Bowls, and they are not going
to want to lose another. They have a
great deal of experience in the playoffs, and they know what it is like to
be behind. The Cowboys have never
had to recover from a serious
deficit, and it is unlikely they will be
able to recover their poise if things
don't go their way.
Dallas resembles the Buffalo of
two years agog-a team which looks
good but lacks the toughness to win.
In contrast, this year's Bills have
developed a certain resiliency in the
playoffs. Like the 1991 Giants who
beat them in Super Bowl XXV, the
Bills have had to win a few street
fights to get to Pasadena. The games
were physical, and there were several injuries. While Jimmy Johnson's
razzle-dazzle Cowboys have looked
impressive this season, it will probably be ineffective against a very
intense Bills team which isn't about
to lose without a fight. The Cowboys will have to fight in the trenches to win this one, and in the trenches, Buffalo is the better team.

While expressing these thoughts
to some of my friends and colleagues. I was greeted with a mixture of skepticism and ridicule.
They point to Troy Aikman's ability

I
I

to pick apart the San Francisco secondary, the top-ranked Dallas
defense, and Buffalo's numerous
injuries.

But those facts are not really
convincing. Troy Aikman is a good
quarterback but he has never performed well under pressure.After
being sacked six times in the Cowboys-Eagles ganie, Aikman was
unable to retain his poise and ended
up performing abysmally.
The Bills defensive line, led by
Pro Bowlers Bruce Smith and Cornelius Bennett, will get to Aikman,
and Buffalo's cornerbacks Nate
Odomes and James Williams should
be able to hold their own much better than the 49ers secondary.
In short, I don't think Dallas'
passing game is going to be at all
successful, and the running game
will be less effective as a result,
despite the many talents of Emmitt
Smith. Of course, the Cowboys will
put points on the board, but not as
many as they will need to win.
iThoughn thne Dallas defense is
excellent, it is also inexperienced,
particularly against the high-powered, no-huddle offense Bills quarterback Jim Kelly will lead. They
have never really faced the no-huddle, and thie Super Bowl is not the
best place to face it first. Buffalo's
offense can put points on the board,
and can do it quickly. If the Cowboys cannot respond early, they will
not be able to recover. The game
will be high scoring, but the Bills
will leave with Super Bowl rings-

finally.

Men's Hockey Needs a Win
By Lynn Albers
SPOR TS EDITOR

An MIT volleyball player leaps to spike the ball over his Dartmouth opponents Saturday. Led by
spiking sensation Danny "You can call me" Alvarez '93 and the zany crowd antics of Jeno Torres
'93 and the Puerto Rican rhythm section, the Beavers soundly defeated Dartmouth, 15-7, 14-16,
15-11, 15-13.
- L
-- -- -I c
--- -

This Saturday, the Engineers
face the biggest game of the season.
Why? Because they need a win. A
win will put them in fourth place in
the league and give them the home
rink advantage for the playoffs on
Feb. 28.
Their opponent is Bryant Col-

Kudos to CBS: Will NBC Do the Same?
By Mike Duffy
and Andrew Heitner
SPORTS COLUMNISTS

Many, including the New York
media, have wondered aloud why
Bill Parcells was not contacted or
offered the head coaching iob of the
Giants.
The reasons are three fold: first,
the G men need to rebuild, that is
start with a new system and a coach
who will not be afraid to trade older
players for youth and draft picks
(see Dallas, 1989); second, Parcells
could not win two more Super
Bowls with the Giants and anything
short of that would devalue his legacy in the Big Applie; lastly, George
Young is probably still bitter that
Parcells held on so long into 1991
before quitting. As a result, the
Giants were unable to give the head
coaching job to Bill Belichick.
As the sale of 1500 new season
tickets at Slopboro indicates, the
acquisition of Parcells was a great
move for the Patsies. Parcells may
have to endure an 1-15 seasonhis first with the Giants was 3-12-1
- before leading the Pats out of the
cellar, although with a last place
schedule and the top draft pick (our
selection would be Alabama defensive end Eric Curry), the Pats are
not to far from a 7-9 or 8-8 season.
All they need is discipline (no offsides on third and 2), good clock
management (see the Dolphins
game), and innovation - all of
which are solved by good coaching.
And, after surviving the New York
Post and Daily News scribes, Madden, Ryan, and Shaunessy will seem
like pen pals to Parcells.
Speaking of the Meadowland

Warriors, new head coach Dan
Reeves oughta realize that he is
walking a fine line in New York.
Creative offensive schemes (AFC
West "Fun Ball") doesn't sit well
with the locals unless they work 100
percent of the time. If the opening
play of the season is a triple-half
gainer with a twist that goes for a 2
yard loss, Reeves won't make it
until the third quarter without hearing the "Dan Must Go" (aren't NY
fans original?) chants. Besides,
Reeves doesn't sprint off of the field
as fast as Ray Handley.
Kudos to CBS for copying
ESPN and bringing the goal post
cam to nationally televised football
games. The camera, mounted to the
crossbar provides a much better
angle for goal line stands and for
line play in general. Besides, the
camera can never be focused on 4
drunk guys with "J-E-T-S" written
on their chests or on the cheerleaders instead of the action on the field.
Here's hoping that NBC not only
employs the goal post cam for Sunday's Super Bowl, but also revives
the camera gismo used in the 1984
Orange Bowl in which a wire was
suspended across the top of the stadium and an attached camera followed the action on the field with a
"sky view."
What will Craig Hodges get if he
wins the NBA 3-point contest - a
contract with an NBA team?
Hodges, a three-time champion who
was cut from the Bulls well before
the season for openly criticizing His
Airmess, is rumored to be shooting
5000 three-pointers a day in preparation for the event. Although his
participation in the event is a sham

since he is not a current player, hne
does deserve a shot with a team.
Certainly a team like San Antonio
could use a role player like Hodges
to put them over the top. Maybe
Doctor J will return next year to the
Slam Dunk contest, too...
The demise of the Big East as a
basketball powerhouse, all too evident this season, began with the
departure of commissioner Dave
Gavitt to the Celtics and coincided

lege and face off time is at 9 p.m. in

Rhode Island. Despite the away rink
disadvantage, Coach Joe Quinn
believes that the team has an excellent chance of winning. Defeating
Bryant College this weekend takes a
lot of pressure off Tuesday night's
game against Suffolk University,
who MIT crushed (7-3) for the first
time during Quinn's tenure last February.
Indepedent Activities Period was
a slow month for the skating
Beavers who played only a few

Let's Arguie, Page 23
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games, over half of them away. The
team also suffered from a lack of
players and the loss of key defensive players from last year. With
only two defensive linemen, the
team has had to pull together to
cover the gaps.
More defensemen would give
Coach Quinn the opportunity to put
Nick Pearce '94 back on the offensive line with Mike Mini '93 and
Rob Silva '93, so the "Bruise Brothers" can once again do their damage. In the meantime, the team anxiously awaits the return of center
Alain Curodeau G on Feb. 1.
Coach Quinn is pleased with the
team's effort. "Given a depleted
squad, the men have put forth maximum effort all the time. The Bryant
game is key to winning the playoffs
and giving the team positive energy
to completing the season."
--
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MIT wrestlers topped their opposition from UMass Boston Saturday, led by Ghandler H. Harben
'95 (top), who won his match when his opponent was disqualified.
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